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A POLICY FOR THE
LABOUR PARTY

CHAPTER I

PARLIAMENT AND THE WORKMAN

When it dawned upon the minds of a few

political pioneers of whom George Odger was

the chief, that the House of Commons should

contain members drawn from the ranks of

workmen, the very idea was denounced as the

fatal introduction of class interest into an

assembly whose representatives alleged that

their minds were above class and were concerned

alone with the general interests of the nation.

Upon this ground the beginnings of the Labour

Representation movement were opposed by

such typical men as John Bright and Lord

Derbv.

This has always been the case. Labour's
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fight for freedom has always been represented

by the other classes as an attempt to secure

class domination, whereas it is and has been a

claim to share the responsibilities and amenities

of life. The class view of Labour is that Labour

is a world apart, a world to be kept in tutelage,

a world of servants always rumbling with

dangerous revolts, and periodically threatening

to overwhelm those who are its natural rulers

and masters. That view has been held without

people being aware of its oiiensiveness, without

their being aware even of its meaning, and

those who hold it genuinely feel injured when

Labour points out that the vices attributed to

it are precisely those to which it objects in its

critics. Labour demanded an entry into Parlia-

ment because Parliament was a class assembly

and because it was in the general interest of

the nation that all classes should be there

represented. No one disputes that now, but

it is enlightening to remember that when it was

first mooted, it was very hotly disputed.

From the idea of class representation the

movement for Labour representation arose.

The nation was composed of classes and its

sovereign representative assembly could be

representative only if working men were in it.
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Thus, the early attempts to secure the return

of workmen as members to the House of

Commons must not be confused with the

Chartist Parliamentary contests, for the Char-

tists were a political party seeing no special

value in working men candidates as such, but

caring only for certain political ideas that could

be championed by any class, and selecting as

candidates men chosen solely for their power

of leadership. That is the only possible position

for a political party to occupy, and, as I shall

show presently, the Labour political movement,

after having gone through its class phase, has

returned to this correct position.

Mr. George Jacob Holyoake claimed to be

the first Labour candidate, and he appeared in

Tower Hamlets in 1857. The address which

he issued to the electors showed the secularist

rather than the workman, and the policy he

enunciated was one of political radicalism. He
emphasised his Radical rather than his working

class position, and in any event he withdrew.

The working men were Radicals ; their class

consciousness was being expressed only through

their Trade Union industrial organisations which

were then amalgamating into National Unions,

conducting strikes and being traduced as the
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enemies of the community. But Karl Marx
founded the first International in London in

1864 ; Garabaldi became a great democratic

hero, and the ruling classes, both Whig and
Tory, frowned on the popular enthusiasm for

him ; the extension of the borough franchise

was approaching. The leaders of the workers

—

of whom Robert Applegarth is the only one who
still survives—were directing their attention to

politics moved by class feelings. A London
Working Men's Association was formed with

Mr. George Potter, a printer, at its head, to

agitate for an extension of the franchise and
to promote the interests of the industrial classes.

This was in 1866. Although some of the

leaders at once broached the subject of running

working men for Parliament the idea was so

novel and so big that the executive to which

the matter was referred '' considered " it for

over a year, and meanwhile it was middle class

Radicals like Mr. T. B. Potter who asked for

working class representation. The subject was

not even mentioned in the many benefits which

the Association in its official publications,

notably the Beehive paper, claimed would follow

from a more democratic franchise.

A judicial decision that Trade Unions were
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illegal associations and could not, as they had

been assuming, claim the benefits of the Friendly

Societies Act, pushed the Industrial organis-

ations and their leaders at once into politics,

and, in the autumn of 1867, the Association

resolved '* to procure a direct representation

of Labour interests by the return of working

men to Parliament," and a Parliamentary fund

was opened. A manifesto was issued " to the

people of England " pointing out that middle

class Radicals could not represent working class

interests ; that Parliament represented the

landed and moneyed interests, and that were

it not so, many men who were there would

never have got there at all. The claim for

class representation had to be fitted in with

a repudiation of narrow class interests and this

is how it was done. Classes take different

national views. The '' nation ''
is not the same

conception to workman and employer, so the

claim of the Working Men's Association was this:

We want the working class views of the nation

to be represented in Parliament in order to

balance the commercial and aristocratic views.

As to the men after they became Members of

Parliament, they would '* insensibly and im-

perceptibly blend with the other members in
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the performance of the usual duties expected

from the members of the Legislature/'

The political organisation of the movement
was to be based on Trades Councils, Co-operative

Societies and such associations as the parent

body itself. Trade Unions as such were not

to be directly included as it was deemed inadvis-

able to turn them into political organisations.

The movement sadly hung fire. The General

Election approached, and there were only about

half a dozen workmen candidates in the field.

Moreover, they were Radicals and were supported

by Radicals. The Whig and the Radical wing

of the Liberal Party did not love each other,

and the working class candidatures were of the

nature of splits in the Liberal votes. There

were conflicts, negotiations, arbitrations, and in

the end only three went to the polls—Mr. Cremer,

Mr. Howell and Mr. E. 0. Greening. They

were all at the bottom and their aggregate vote

amounted to 4,012. The Liberal Party fought

vigorously against this revolt, but the working

men were not yet independent enough to hit

back with spirit and generally came out in

support of the Liberal candidate who had

ousted them on arbitration, or by a trial ballot,

or by hustle.
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The London Working Men's Association had

failed. Then, in 1869, the Labour Represent-

ation League was formed to organise the working

class constituencies more systematically than

its predecessor had done. There was not a

single working man in Parliament, its manifesto

pointed out, though the franchise had just been

widened to secure the representation of working

class interests. In a month or two it engaged

in its first election and ran Mr. George Odger

for Southwark. He was defeated by the inter-

position of a Liberal who did not withdraw

from the poll (it was the time of open voting)

until he saw that he was beaten, but by that

time he had taken 2,966 votes and thus secured

Odger's defeat. It was after this election that

John Stuart Mill sent to the Labour candidate

a letter which expresses so plainly the position

in which the Labour political movement then

was that I give it in full

:

*' Althoujili yon have nut been successful, I

congratulate you on the result of the polling at

Southwark as it proven that you have the

niajority of the Liberal Party with you, and

that you have rnlhHl out an increased amount
of political feeling in the borough. It is plain

a
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that the Whigs intend to monopolise political

power as long as they can without coalescing

with the Radicals. The working men are quite

right in allowing Tories to get into the House

to defeat this exclusive feeling of the Whigs,

and ma}^ do it without sacrificing any principles.

The working men's policy is to insist on their

own representatives and, in default of success,

to permits Tories to be sent into the House until

the Whig majority is seriously reduced when,

of course, the Whigs will be happy to com-

promise and allow a few working men repre-

sentatives in the House."

f*

From this it is clear that there was no thought

of a Labour Party or a Labour policy. It was
'' a few working men in the House " as part of

another Party and speaking for that Party in

the language and from the angle of vision of

working men ; it was '' the majority of the

Liberal Party " that had supported Odger.

In the election of 1874, the League fought

about a dozen seats and returned two members

—

Mr. T. Burt and Mr. Alexander MacDonald.

Thereafter the League declined. As John Stuart

Mill prophesied, the Liberals became more

sympathetic. There was really little demand

for Labour representation, possible candidates
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were not very plentiful, the matter became one

for Liberal Associations to decide and they

did as little as they could. The mining districts

afforded special opportunities for miner candid-

ates ; there Liberal Associations had to be

generous because they could not help it.

The election of 1880 returned three workmen
;

that of 1885, eleven—six being from mining

districts ; that of 1886, ten—five being miners
;

that of 1892, fifteen—six being miners, and

two from Irish constituencies. But meanwhile

a new phase had begun. The period of class

representation and of dependence upon the

Liberal Party for seats was closing. A real

political party of Labour, a Party with a

distinct policy, an independent Party, a Party

with broad national and international views,

a Party which dealt with working class problems

and which did not concern itself merely with

the return of working men to Parliament, had

been born. As I have pointed out, the task

of the working class movement at this stage

was two-fold. It had to open the doors of the

House of Commons to workmen and it had to

maintain that workmen members of Parliament

would be good national representatives. The

first part of the task accomplished, as it was by
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the time which I have now reached, the second

part had to be faced. Can a Labour Member
be a National representative ? What has Labour

to do to make an affirmative reply unquestion-

able ?



CHAPTER II

THE LABOUR PARTY

By 1890, two important things had happened.

A series of stormy conflicts between the new
and the old Trade Union leaders, between the

Socialist independents and the Liberal de-

pendents, had taken place in the annual Trade

Union Congresses culminating in those of 1887,

1888, 1889 and 1890. The steadily increasing

votes of the former showed that they were to

win ultimately, and they scored their first

victory when Mr. Broad hurst had to resign the

Congress Secretaryship in 1890, as a result of

the London Dock Strike of 1889, which will be

for ever a landmark in the history of our working

classes. The Congress in 1890 was in possession

of the independents.

Then, at the beginning of the eighties Socialist

propaganda had begun, but not until 1888,

when Mr. Keir Hardie stood at a bye-election

as an Independent Labour candidate for Mid-
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Lanark, did that propaganda issue definitely in

political action.* In May that year the Scottish

Labour Party was formed, and the currents

making for a real political Party became evident.

At first, they were pretty conflicting and

appeared rather in various localities than as a

movement from a centre, but they were brought

together in the Independent Labour Party

which was formed at a Conference of Labour

and Socialist bodies held in Bradford on the

13th January 1893.

The Party had two aims—first to propagate

Socialism, second, to form a Labour political

alliance distinct from other Parties, based not

upon class status but upon ideas of social

reconstruction and supported by people in all

ranks and grades of life. The great massive

ground work of the Party however was to be

the Trade Union movement, and the national

embodiment of that movement was the Trade

Union Congress. There the conflict between

the old and the new ideas was fought out.

* The two candidates run by the Social Democratic Federation in 1885

for Hampstead and Kennington cannot be treated with seriousness. They
were the catspaws of the Tory Party, and their polls of 29 and 32 votes

respectively were the fiasco which was deserved. Mr. John Bums ran that

year for Nottingham and secured 598 votes, and in some respects that may
be regarded as the beginning of the new movement were it not that the
Social Democratic Federation commanded no influence on subsequent de-

velopments.
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Year after year resolutions calling for the

formation of an independent political party of

Labour were discussed. Some of the old Liberal

Labour leaders survived, and as a dwindling

guard fought for the ideas and policy of the

sixties and the seventies. Some younger ones,

desirous above all things of entering Parliament

themselves, were determined to get in by the

easiest way and had no inclination to raise

difficulties with Liberals and engage in a doubt-

ful fight for the building up of a new Party.

The miners in particular stood for the old order

of Liberal-Labourism ; their leaders were already

in the House, and Mr. Smillie was still a young

man fighting dogged fights against Mr. Ben
Pickard M.P. behind the scenes. In 1892

Congress instructed its Parliamentary Com-
mittee to consider and report upon what ought

to be done and next year at Belfast a resolution

was produced that a Parliamentary Fund should

be created from voluntary payments by Trade

Unions at the rate of 5/- per 100 members
and administered by a separate Committee

elected annually by Congress, Candidates were

to be selected by localities, but the Committee

was to have power to initiate fights ; only men
who pledged themselves to Congress resolutions
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were to be supported. An amendment was

moved limiting support to those who accepted

collectivism as the aim of Labour representation,

and it was carried by 137 votes to 97. The
uncertainty of mind in which the Congress was

is, however, shown by the next item on its

agenda. Mr. Keir Hardie, then eligible as a

delegate, moved that Labour members should

be elected, and act when elected, independently

of the Liberal and Tory Parties. This received

the support of 96 votes and the opposition of

119. Nothing happened. The resolution was

impracticable and the Parliamentary Committee

was indifierent or opposed.

The spirit of the majority was, however, not

to be baffled by intrigue (of which there was

much), nor discouraged by indifference. The

attack was renewed, and at Plymouth, in 1899,

the Congress resolved that " having regard to

the decisions of former years, and with a view to

securing a better representation of the interests

of Labour in the House of Commons " the

Parliamentary Committee should '' invite the

co-operation of all Co-operative, Socialistic,

Trade Union and other working class organis-

ations to jointly co-operate on lines mutually

agreed upon in convening a special Congress
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of representatives from such of the above

named organisations as may be willing to take

part, to devise ways and means for the securing

of an increased number of Labour Members
in the next Parliament." There were many
diificulties to be overcome. The Parliamentary

Committee in its heart pooh-poohed the whole

project and handed over the work to be done

by others. Its co-operation was less than

nominal. It was sure that nothing would

result and it would not nominate a joint secretary

for the proposed new body, because it was not

keen upon sharing in the failure which it

confidently anticipated. Some of us were

determined, however, that there should be no

failure.

The special Congress met in the Memorial

Hall, London, on the 27th February, 1900, and

resolved to form the Labour Representation

Committee. 129 delegates were present re-

presenting seventy societies, three of them being

Socialist bodies. During the first year 41 Trade

Unions (the miners had declined to affiliate and

remained outside until 1909), seven Trades

Councils and three Socialist Societies had

affiliated.

Within a few months of its birth, the Com-
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mittee had to face a General Election. It ran

15 candidates, two of whom, Mr. Bell at Derby

and Mr. Keir Hardie at Merthyr, were successful,

and it polled 62,698 votes out of 177,000 cast in

the constituencies which it contested. Next

year, 65 Trade Unions, 21 Trades Councils and

two Socialist Societies (the Social Democratic

Federation having withdrawn) had joined.

That was the year when the House of Lords

threw the Taf! Vale decision at the heads of

Trade Unionists, and though it is a profound

mistake to assume, as is too commonly done,

that this saved the Committee from failure, it

did give it a considerable impetus, the affiliated

Trade Unions rising to 127, and the Trades

Councils to 49. The Committee had taken root

and I need not follow its statistical fortunes

further.

Discretion moved the conference in the

Memorial Hall to adopt the title,
'' The Labour

Representation Committee," rather than one

more definitely Party. Organised Labour was by

no means ready to plunge into the task of Party

making ; it was only prepared to try an experi-

ment. After the first election, the Labour

members did not even meet to consult each

other on Parliamentary business. Each was a
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Party in himself. The Conference of 1903 had

to pass a resolution instructing its three Members

in the House of Commons to form themselves

into a group and to meet together

!

But the great trouble was with the Liberals.

Against our three, there were nine Liberal-

Labour Members, and whenever we lifted up

our heads in the country, we were told that we
were criminally splitting the Liberal vote. Nor

could we altogether depend upon our men.

They really did not understand their position,

the battle in which they were engaged, the

consequences of their actions. A new machine

had been created but it had to deal with old

minds. There was a daily risk that the whole

movement would be diverted on to the position

of the old Liberal-Labour electoral associ-

ations and that men run by us would be used by

acute Party managers for our undoing. At that

stage, every man who broke his pledges to us

was heralded by the Liberal press as one of

fine robust independence, and our requests that

they should be honourable were represented &s

attempts to be tyrannical. They were times

of trying difficulty—times of Athanasius contra

munduyn—times when every day brought its

confusing showers of Lilliputian arrows. We
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had either to establish the movement on an

independent basis and get everyone to under-

stand where we were, or we had to see the

movement dwindle from promise into ineptitude.

An awkward but fortunate incident came to

our assistance by forcing an issue and ending

indefiniteness. In 1902-3, Mr. Richard Bell,

who had been elected for Derby at the General

Election, was Chairman of the Committee, and

during that year he supported both a Unionist

and a Liberal candidate on the ground that he

knew them and that they were good fellows.

That was his idea of political independence and,

as it suited the book of other Parties, he had a

powerful press backing. At Newcastle, at the

next Conference, the whole matter was debated

and it was settled once and for all that the Party

was to be independent, and that independence

meant that it was not to be the adjunct of any

other Party, but that Labour had at last set up

political house for itself. Echoes of the dispute

came up from time to time, but it was really

ended, and Mr. Bell finally disappeared in a

government office both from Parliament and

his Union.

Thus the first critical point was safely rounded,

but the Party was still far from complete.
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It was not only called a Committee, it had the

limited mind of a Committee. It was composed

of organisations alone, the Independent Labour

Party section supplying the driving force and

the initiative. Only by being members of the

Independent Labour Party could middle class

or professional people join the movement. Two
well defined stages had yet to be gone through

and we had to make preparations for dealing

with them, but for the time being, thoughts

had to be concentrated on the General Election

which we saw could not be very long postponed.

When it came, in January 1906, we sent 29

Members to Parliament, and though that was

no surprise to us, it astonished the country.

That done, we were ready to face the further

problems of our own evolution. We had passed

the Committee stage and so, immediately after

the election, the name was changed to '' The

Labour Party," and at the same time the basis

was broadened by the affiliation of Local Labour

Committees composed partly of Trade Union and

Socialist branches and partly of individual

members. Thus the movement became a true

national Party.

Some years later the Party had to announce,

as with a trumpet blast, that its membership
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was open to all and sundry who believed in it,

and it drafted the constitution of its local parties

so as to provide definitely for sections composed

of individual members, both men and women.
This, much advertised as it was, was, indeed,

no new departure in principle from the decision

come to in 1 906. The leaders, from the beginning

had never any doubt. They were building up a

Party not a group—a catholic party founded

on ideas, not a Trade Union combination founded

upon status. Changes in the Party owing to

the war somewhat threw it back in spirit on to

class lines, but, at the same time presented it

with surprisingly new opportunities which it

had either to take or close its doors. These

new responsibilities compelled it to recognise

the need of general help from all who were

willing to assist it on proper terms. Moreover,

women had become enfranchised and the Party

had to provide for their becoming members and

to advertise the fact.

The Party's decision at a late hour to support

an International Labour Conference to discuss

the terms of Peace whilst the war was still on,

followed by one to fight bye-elections and so

end the political truce, and then another later

on to withdraw its representatives from the
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Coalition Government, saved it from an impend-

ing split and re-established it as a national Party.

So, these decisions, come to with so much
hesitation, were indeed the acts by which the

Party found its feet and emerged as an adult.

They were the manoeuvres by which the Party

placed itself in front of Liberalism as the

antagonist and the alternative of the Govern-

ment. A new Roland had entered the lists,

just at a time when the lists were peculiarly

empty. The work of the pioneers had been

accomplished and a new national Party, as much
entitled to make claims for national support

as either the Liberal or the Unionist organis-

ations, was in existence. The position in 1920

is the fulfilment of the intentions of those who
created the Labour Representation Committee

in 1900. It took twenty years to do, but they

are years whose achievements can never be

dimmed in the life and history of the British

Labour movement.

Before examining those claims a description

of the working of the Party may be useful and

interesting, and certainly will not be out of

place.

The Party is a combination of Trade Unions,

Co-operative and Socialist Societies, professional
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societies and Local Labour Parties. Few Co-

operative Societies have affiliated, but in many
places there is a complete understanding

between the local Labour Parties and the

Co-operative Societies and joint action is taken

at all elections, whilst nationally a joint Com-

mittee representative of the Labour Party and

the Co-operators keeps the two movements in

touch. Co-operative candidates are supported

by the Labour Party and Labour candidates

use the machinery of the Co-operative move-

ment. Thus, though the Co-operators have

separate political funds and machinery, action

is always joint. The local Labour Parties are

composed of the branches of national Societies

—

Trade Union and Socialist—and individual

members, women being organised into separate

groups. Unlike other political Parties, the

Labour Partv's funds are derived from con-

stitutionally fixed payments per head of its

membership, and from an annual fee of

affiliation paid by the local Labour Parties, and

it publishes its accounts which are subject to

examination by the annual Conference.

Its annual Conference is attended only by

delegates, limited in number and in voting

power, from affiliated Societies and Parties,
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and the Conference elects an Executive of

twenty-three members, thirteen of whom aie

chosen from nominations sent in by the affiliated

Societies, including the Socialist Societies, five

from nominations by Local Labour Parties, and

four women ; but though nominations are con-

fined to these the whole of the Conference votes

so that the final choice rests with the body of

delegates.

Candidates for Parliament are, in the first

instance, nominated by affiliated Societies or

Local Labour Parties and any member of the

Party is eligible, though Societies as a rule

nominate from their own membership and thus

maintain a habit of narrowing the field from

which candidates are selected. This may
become dangerous and must be watched. The
nominating Society must give to the Executive

financial guarantees that there will be no failure

in their representatives going to the poll, and

thus theic is a danger that the Labour Party

list for an election may be overweighted by men
chosen by Trade Unions from officials financed

by their Unions but whose training does not fit

them to be efficient Members of Parliament.

It may also follow that when Societies have

spent money in certain constituencies, or where

3
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their membership is strong, as in coal and
cotton areas, the idea insensibly grows up that

such constituencies belong to certain Unions and

that their representation must be by members
of such Unions. We must not forget that the

stout joint purse of associated workmen may
produce the same species of evil political results

as that of the plutocrat. This has been noticable

in recent years when bye-elections have been

used to maintain Trade representation rather

than strengthen Labour representation. The

safeguard against this, however, lies in the

intelligence and determination of selection

conferences to procure the best candidates and

not those most easily financed, and the National

Executive, if it does its duty, can wield a

salutary influence in this respect. The danger

is real on paper, but the good sense of the Party

as a whole and particularly of the individual

members, can easily safeguard it against such

misfortunes.

When elected, the Parliamentary Party, which

meets weekly, is free to pursue its own policy

within the general limits of principle and

programme defined by annual Conferences, but

to keep the Party in the House and in the

country in close touch with each other, the
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Parliamentary chairman attends the meetings

of the Executive, and the Executive chairman,

those of the Parliamentary Party. There is

also a standing joint Committee of represent-

atives of the Executive and the Members of

Parliament, and frequent joint meetings of the

whole of the Party and the Executive are held.

Thus, the Parliamentary Party retains liberty

but continues in co-operation with the move-

ment it represents. This machinery is by far

and away the best that is adopted by any Party

to keep itself in touch with the vital concerns

of the community.

In this way has the Party evolved, thus it

works, and I shall now consider for what it

works.



CHAPTER III

ITS CONCEPTION OF SOCIETY

Too many people who express views about

the Labour Party assume that its conception

of Society is that of a community of wage

earners holding the professional classes in low

esteem and in subordination and subjection,

and though the Labour Party has officially

declared* that it is a combination of workers

both by hand and brain, these critics sometimes

appear to have much justification for their

erroneous opinion. Part of the motive for the

creation of the Labour Party has undoubtedly

been a resentment on the part of the educated

and self-respecting workers against their treat-

ment by Society, and part of its work has been

to place a certain number of men, as working

men, into the House of Commons in order to

adjust the class balance of Parliament and to

have direct experience of working class lives

* See Labour Party Leaflet No. 2, " Why Brain Workers should join the
Labour Party" (Labour Party, 33, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.).

34
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available for legislation and administration.

There undoubtedly has also been some jealousy

and suspicion shown by the working class of

men, who, whilst not belonging to them, have

become associated politically with them. The

fault has often been on both sides, both having

failed to get into full sympathy with each other.

We must show some discrimination, however,

in interpreting the mind of Labour. It has its

reasons, if we would take the trouble to under-

stand them.

The community has not dealt fairly with

Labour. It has shown but little interest in

Labour's struggles for a decent life and freedom,

and to this day when Labour is driven to fight

for what it conceives to be justice, the first

impulse of the community is to condemn it.

Whoever cares, for instance, to go back through

newspaper files for, say, the past quarter of a

century and trace the beginnings of agitations

which have produced fruits that are now
accepted as good, will find that in nearly every

instance public opinion was antagonistic, and

if it could not condemn the intentions of the

men it always found some excuse to disagree

with their methods. No class of workmen, for

instance, has been more unjustly and ignorantly
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abused than the miners, and at the same time

no class has had a harder battle to fight in

order to extricate itself from the inhuman

results of social neglect. Thus it has come that

between public opinion—or newspaper opinion

which is the opinion on the one hand of those

who control newspapers and of those on the

other who repeat their promptings—and that

of organised Labour, there is little contact.

Whilst, during the railway strike of the autumn

of 1919, public opinion was wrathful against a

section alleged to be holding up the whole

community, that section remained completely

unmoved and regarded the accusation as just

one more piece of evidence that the majority

of people were morally and intellectually lazy

and would never consider the merits of a claim

if it disturbed their equanimity or their con-

venience. The public cared nothing about the

railway servants if it could secure a cheap and

uninterrupted train service. That was the men's

frame of mind, and whoever listened to general

£'onversation in those days must have felt how
much force was in the men's view.*

* Readers who doubt the argument in this paragraph would do well to

study such impartial records as the three books by Mr. and Mrs. J. L.

Hammond—" The Village Labourer," " The Town Labourer." and " The
Skilled Labourer."
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The divorce between the professional or

middle, and the working or lower, classes has

had deplorable results for both sides. It has

drawn the former away from the robust realities

of physical toil and has made them turn their

attention to false values, to gentility, to an out-

ward show which has been for the most part a

confession of bankruptcy in mind and spirit
;

it has deprived the latter of its natural stimulant

of culture and comfort. It has enslaved the

former to an adoration of classes whose life it

cannot share, and which it can only imitate

in outward things bought by wealth or counter-

feited ; it has cut off the latter from its true

higher grades by inducing the men who have

risen in it to leave it and associate themselves

with other classes. It has made the former

imitative and the latter impoverished. Whereas

the relation between the two groups should

have been like that of two functions in one

unity, it has been one of separation, enmity

and misunderstanding. If we could only get

the children of the working class whose brains

have made them professional to remember the

fathers and mothers who begat them and the

neighbours with whom they were brought up,

we should soon have a moral revolution in
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society. The true separation in society is the

moral and economic line of division between

the producer and non-producer, between those

who possess without serving and those who
serve, whereas the separation between the

professional classes and labour has made the

line of division a purely psychological one which

is not without its reason in the different modes

of life of the two classes, but which nevertheless

is mischievous and ought to be obliterated.

The professional and working classes are the

complements of each other in well ordered

society and are natural allies in the government

of the State.

' The war has given us an opportunity to

revise many of our false class notions and

prejudices. It has taught the superior man to

understand and value the inferior man, just as

it has taught so many previously unenlightened

men to understand and value women. It has

shown the middle classes—especially the lower

middle classes—how the economic antagonism

between the parasite and the worker does not

coincide with the psychological antagonism

between the middle class and the working class,

and how the social bonds of common interest

join these two together. It has driven the
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economic organisations of the professional and

middle classes, like the National Union of

Teachers, into purely Trade Union action. In

so doing, it has taught them to sympathise with

the mind of the workmen and has drawn them

away from habits and assumptions which

prejudiced the workmen in their eyes. It has

given them a glimmering idea of the co-operative

industrial community in which hands and heads

will work together for the common benefit.

As education grows into enlightenment on both

sides, this process will go on and the superficial

bad taste, snobbishness and the other moral

weaknesses which showed themselves as re-

pulsions between the working and professional

classes will tend to disappear.

The war has done more than that. By
changing the economic position of the middle

classes through increasing prices, by augmenting

the power of the financier, by extending the

operations of trusts and making life harder, it

has brought great sections of the middle classes

under the same harrow as Labour and so to the

same general political point of view. Labour's

proposals regarding national taxation, for

instance, are exactly what the heavily burdened

middle class needs for relief, and its foreign
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policy is the only one that can appeal to middle

class intelligence. Thus, anxiety, responsibility

and misfortune conspire to make social groupings

natural and to expose in all their worthlessness

the sham affinities by which the middle classes

have been deluded. A middle class which is

the economic prey of financiers, which is being

outstripped in culture by an ever broadening

stratum of the working classes, and which finds

itself more and more isolated amidst the knick-

knacks of gentility and the paper flowers of

respectibility, must resurvey its social relation-

ships. When it does so, it will find that its

true alliance is with Labour and not with

finance, with work and not with parasitism.

This union will invigorate both classes and

bring to each the qualities which both require to

enable them to serve the community as the

communitv now needs.

At the same time, the intelligentsia of all

classes have had their interests turned in the

direction of those ideas and that outlook known
as Labour. That there is something seriously

wrong with the world is only too evident ; that

the old governing classes have failed is only too

evident ; and as they cannot be said to have

become bankrupt in personal ability, their
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failure must be attributed to their ideas and

to the systems and the policies which they have

worked. That is the negative side. On the

positive side, the war has given Labour a new

importance and has revealed its stability, and

minds in search of something tangible and

honest have found in its very ruggedness and

simplicity something which belongs to nature,

something which is precious in a society of arti-

ficiality. Its proposals both as regards national

and international affairs, its vision, its directness

of approach to living realities, its Realpolitik,

commend it to minds wearied and disillusioned

by the old, and seeking a new, political allegiance.

It comes with the freshness and the promise

of youth in a worn, battered and dim sighted

world, and if its message is in some respects

startling and novel, it is not so much so as it

was before the war. It has thrown much light

upon the war, and the war has shown how
practical some of its apparent impracticalities

are. The man of intellectual keenness is

searching for a body of truth which the con-

dition of the world shows him he has hitherto

missed, and Labour's message meets him by

the way, interests him and holds him.

This unnatural division between the pro-
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fessional and the labouring classes is only part

of the general disruption of social bonds and
destruction of social fellowship which capitalism

has produced. We cannot, however, transform

this state of division of interest and this class

friction into communal co-operation in a day,

nor can we expect that organised Labour,

endowed with a somewhat sudden accession of

power, will at once show a higher standard of

social cohesion and morality than that to which

it has been accustomed. The Labour Party

must, therefore, be expected to show class bias

and suspicion, and be moved in its impulsive

action by reminiscences of its past experience.

This goes far to explain the attitude adopted

by the purely working class section to middle

class and professional champions of the Party.

Labour understands the opposition of these

classes, and it also understands their position

in the Liberal and Conservative Parties. That

belongs to the world of things into which this

generation was born, and when these men
approach the workman as Liberal or Tory

politicians they appear to be acting after their

kind. Their existence is taken for granted.

They are then of the established order. Labour

sufEers some confusion, however, when, after
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having created a Party to bring its own mind

and experience directly into politics, it finds

alongside of itself people from whom it has not

been accustomed to receive sympathy, and

whom it expected to have to fight. When
hewers of wood and drawers of water attain to

power, they are naturally suspicious. Can any-

one but themselves represent themselves ? They

have a feeling that unless they can control the

men whom they make, they will be sold into a

new bondage. Can they control those men
whose abilities are not like theirs, whose minds

are nimbler, whose actions are freer and whose

theories and statements are a little more

complicated and less dogmatic ? Thus, however

bad policy it may be for the Unions of the

Miners and the Cotton Operatives (to mention

the two that have been held up as the greatest

sinners in this respect) to earmark the seats

where their members are concentrated and to

say :

'* The candidate for this must always be

a miner, and the candidate for that always a

cotton operative," the human nature that is

influencing them must be admitted.

I do not refrain from pointing out these

weaknesses for they have to be faced. To
idealise the Labour Party into some divine body
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and to attribute to it, or ask from it, qualities

which no other Party has ever shown or in-

dicates any tendency to show, is foolish. In

no sense is either the Liberal or the Unionist

Party less class or more national than the

Labour Party—the Labour Party when all its

faults are confessed. This, however, has to be

pointed out : these blemishes of narrowness

and suspicion are much less prevalent to-day

in the Labour Party than they have been.

They will disappear as the Party has had

experience. Responsibility shatters all the

bonds of narrow dogmatic theories ; co-operation

breaks the barriers between class and class

which suspicion so assiduously erects ; en-

franchisement produces the reasonable mind.

Labour has to prove its new associates, and in

the light of the past these associates cannot

reasonably object to being put to the test.

This is the part of Labour's conduct which

is the product of its history ; this in biological

lajiguage is its herd mind ; this is the price

which society has to pay for allowing Labour

to be outcast. Labour has fought ; Labour

has won ; Labour fears the Greeks even when
bringing gifts. Every wise man will try and

hasten the payment of this evil account so as

to close it and open a new one.
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There is however another part of Labour's

mind of a totally different kind, which comes

from a source as pure as the historical one is

polluted. Labour's conception of society as a

whole is not that of a class, and its ideas are in

reality less class conscious than are those of

any other Party. Other Parties complacently

believe that they are national. Labour has

proved in its experience that they are class,

and its opposition to them consists of a more

comprehensive view of national need and

national welfare than is theirs.

The immediate parent of the Labour Party

was the British Socialist movement as embodied

in the Independent Labour Party, and it

received from that Party the conception of

society as a co-operating and organic unity of

different functions and services. The Liberal

and Conservative economic and political doctrine

has been that the dominant interest in pro-

duction must be Capital whilst Labour must
remain subordinate, and the dominant interest

in government must be of the same order

whilst Labour may be brought in only in so far

as it accommodates its mind and habits to
*' the governing class "

; the Labour doctrine

is that the workman must be a responsible and
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self-respecting agent in production whose

interests must be set in co-operation with the

brains of management and the needs of the

consuming public, and that in government the

interests of the workman and his point of view

when made responsible for communal wellbeing

will produce better human results than govern-

ment by '* a governing class " has or ever can.

This is well illustrated in the scheme for the

management of nationalised mines drafted by

the Miners' Federation itself and referred to at

greater length in another chapter. The proposal

is the antithesis of a class control scheme, of a
'' Mines for the Miners " demand, of a '' Labour

alone is Society " theory. It is the embodiment
of the conception of Society as a combination

of workers, managers, consumers—the muscle

and the brain co-operating in production and

both co-operating with the public in ascertaining

and supplying the general need. When it is

compared with the schemes produced by the

Government, or with that which Mr. Asquith

on behalf of his Party launched during the

Paisley election* it is characterised not only by a

superiority in practicality and an advantage in

* See " The Paisley Policy," pp. 35, 73. Mr. Asquith, however, does not
seem to have studied the Miners' official scheme, c./. p. 73. See also pp.
90-94 of this book.
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its promise of industrial peace and efficient

production, but by the comprehensiveness of

its view of social co-operation and of the various

interests involved in the proper use and exploit-

ation of our national resources. Documents
like this of the Miners' Federation are the real

test of Labour's view of Society, and not the

unconsidered phrases thrown off by propa-

gandists or disputants who wish to make a

clear and absolute point or raise a cheer.

Those who are best acquainted with the

Labour Party from the inside know that the

impetus which it has had from its historical

experiences is very much less than that which

it has had from its idealism. Its pioneers and
the men who have made it both nationally and
locally, have belonged, not to the crude pagan
hustling type of careless word and happy-go-

lucky thought, but to that which has hammered
itself on the anvil of life in order to improve

its temper and fit itself for conflicts of mind
and spirit. Indeed, it is not boasting to claim

that the growth of the Labour Party has been

owing to the rise within Labour organisations

of an intellectual class of workmen who were

influenced a good generation later than the

intellectual classes were by the literary and

4
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spiritual movements of the Mid-Victorian time

embodied in the works of Carlyle and Ruskin.

Later came Morris the artistic craftsman, Tolstoy

the humanist and the stream of Socialist writers.

Whereas continental Socialism was a product of

dogmatic materialism with the class war as its

guiding idea, in this country humanism was the

note of Socialist thought and the whole com-

munity its concern. Abroad, even under con-

stitutional Parliamentarianism, Parties were

divided by dogmatic differences and systems of

thought more or less philosophical and largely

metaphysical ; here, where the daily changes

in social relationships and political policy kept

Parties from stranding upon logical sandbanks,

Socialism took its stand upon evolutionary

theories which regarded political conflicts as the

strife within society between perennial growth

and the dead wood of the past. Whether one

sees progress as the struggle between vested

and unvested interests for power, or the effort

of the whole life of Society for freedom, is of

fundamental importance, and the second view

was that of the Independent Labour Party and

of predominant British Socialism. The British

Socialist Societies which took the other, or

Continental, view never flourished in this
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country. That gives the key to what is the

conception of Society held by the Labour Party

to-day.

Society is a unity of those who give necessary

service to each other. The mere parasite or

toll receiver is ruled out from such a community,

not because he is rich, but because he is useless

and has to live on other people's labour. A
person who does no work, however, is not

always a parasite. Every community has its

obligations to its people who cannot work and

must share its wealth with them—its children,

its aged, its members stricken in some way
which forbids their working. Whether these

are provided for in the most ideal way by the

reestablishment of the family on such an ample

economic basis as will enable it once more to be

of itself a real community of affection, or

whether in the less satisfactory way which, in

accordance with the materialist spirit of capital-

ism, is now becoming so prevalent, out of public

funds, I do not discuss here as I am only con-

cerned for the moment with emphasising the

fact that all communities must provide for a

section of non-producers even when they have

succeeded in weeding out the parasites. Apart

from that, however, the community of the
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future is to be one of service givers. What
service ? A community of men living on the

level of beasts from day to day would require

only the service of manual workers ; one living

on the level of beasts who had some notion of

continued enjoyment and economy (very nearly

the pure capitalist level) would use the services

of manual labourers with a few brain workers
;

one living on the level of rational men would

require the service of everyone supplying human
needs from coal to poetry, from clothing to

inspiration. Such is the community which the

Labour Party has in its mind, and such is the

variety of service which it recognises as profit-

able and worthy of reward. The Party thinks

of the needs of man—his pocket, his mind, his

spirit. It knows that he cannot live by bread

alone and that it requires more than bakers in

Parliament to represent the services which

contribute to man's sustenance. If it challenges

the prevailing spirit which makes the classes

(and those who think they belong to the classes,

usually when they do no such thing) look down
upon Labour, it does so, not because it wishes

Labour to sit on the seats of the select and lord

it over them, but because it wishes to dignify

Labour with self-respect and responsibility,
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prepare it for a companionship with all the

other service givers and endow it with inward

resources by which it will not only acquire

dignity in its own eyes but win for itself an un-

questioned equality amongst others. Such a

unity of mutual helpers performing a great

diversity of functions in a great diversity of

ways, all equal and yet different, some toiling

at drudgery in the shadowy valleys, others

knowing what joyful work is on the summer
slopes, others in full freedom and satisfaction

in service on the hill tops, but all united by
communal bonds of mutual necessity, each

giving his best and taking what he can use for

his material and spiritual enrichment—that is

the Labour Party's idea of an industrial Society.

Life will always impose upon the people the

obligation to labour, and the labourer, awakened
in mind by the honoured place he holds in the

community, will always call for art and joyful-

ness—will always call for science. For, he who
knows, or who is armed with what knowledge

has produced, will be the best workman, and

he who lives in a beauty which he feels, will

always find the most easily the broadest and

the surest way to freedom.

That being so, how can the Party seek to
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capture Parliament in the interests of a mere

class ? How can its vision be limited to wages

and to getting for the workman everything

that can be wrung out of a community which

he treats as a victim ? That is only a caricature

of Labour intentions. The vision which it sets

before it is the great human Society of diverse

functions and mutual aid knit together by

conceptions of common good.

In striking contrast to the conception of

Society held by the Labour Party is that of the

other political Parties, and nothing is more

absurd than their claims that they hold a

superior position in this respect. The Conserv-

ative view still remains Feudal. Society to it is

still a gradation of classes of varying superiority

held together by benevolence and charity.

There are classes '' doing their duty " to lower

classes, working not with them but in some

mysterious way for them, enjoying a special

status and performing a special governing

function. The divine right of Kings and aris-

tocracies has disappeared from the professed

creed of the Conservative Party, but its spirit

remains. The growth of a capitalist class has

destroyed the political dominance of the old

aristocratic landed families and has debased
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aristocracy by a vulgar wealth too new to have

been toned down by the mosses and lichens

which give an aesthetic value to social domin-

ance. Modern conservatism is the personal and

the group interests of a new hybrid social class

which has tried to buy the reputation of the

old aristocracy with its houses, its acres, and its

furniture. The reputation suited it awkwardly

and it has been renovated in Tottenham Court

Road. On its political side, Conservatism no

longer resists but welcomes a democratic fran-

chise because experience has shown it that it

can manipulate that franchise, and owing to

its control of the press and the influences that

make opinion, it can get from a wide electorate

—

especially from the broad margin of electors

who take no rational or abiding interest in

politics or in their national affairs—mandates

which suit itself. The democracy has become

its tool, and it finds renewed strength in masses

of newly enfranchised people. In unawakened

subordinate minds it finds both its strength

and its justification.

The Liberal view is equally narrow and

incomplete. It regards the mass of electors

with more respect than does the Conservative,

and it trusts more to a serious intelligence
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amongst them. It does believe that the mass

can develop the strength and the virtue of self

government, and therefore as a political creed

Liberalism is far superior to Conservatism.

But the Society which Liberalism upholds is

still one of classes which in their economic

relationship is purely materialist. It is a Thing.

Liberalism is content that Society should be

dominated by purely trading considerations and

that the workshop and the counting house

fighting other workshops and counting houses

should determine the standard and conditions

of the social life of the people. When Mr.

Asquith found himself at Paisley confronted

with a candidate who was producing a pro-

gramme drawn from conceptions of the Great

Co-operating State, his confusion of mind was

apparent, and he fell back upon views which

were up-to-date and " Liberal " a century ago.

Compelled to think of the whole community, he

Dould only grasp the idea of a dominant com-

mercial class, and he expounded a creed of

individualism as antiquated as Queen Anne.

Indeed, Liberalism as a working creed has long

ago bid adieu to Paisley. It has, however, found

no new habitation in thought and consequently

it fails to command the interest of the electors.
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Its experienced Parliamentarians may be lively

critics of the Government, but they cannot form

and lead public opinion. In the hustle of matters

pressing for attention the Liberal Party is

exposed to whatever pressure is strongest upon

it at the moment. When proposals like National-

isation of the Mines are made and they are still

in their propaganda state, Mr. Asquith opposes

them on grounds which he calls principle,—

a

principle, however, which, in other respects

like municipal trams, he has abandoned. On
finance, a levy on wealth is opposed, but as the

pressure of opinion and of need is great, principle

is again abandoned for expediency, and a levy

on war wealth is suggested as a half way con-

cession. The rigid dogmatist is a pest in

politics, but the Party that has no notion as to

where it goes and no guiding ideas as to whither

it leads the country, is a danger particularly

menacing in these times of reconstruction.

Liberalism to-day consists of a series of com-

promises arrived at by pressure and devoid of

ideas.



CHAPTEK IV

THE METHOD OF SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

War exhausts itself in revolution and the more

completely that the war has been fought, the

freer become the passions of anarchy and the

more shattered are the mind and the fabric of

order. During the last months of the fighting

the single purpose served by the war was to

release the forces of revolution. There may be

excuses for that, but with extraordinary blind-

ness we have been nursing these same revolu-

tionary forces since the armistice. If civilization

is receiving its death blow, it is not so much
by what happened during the war, as by what

has happened since. We are now surrounded

by storm-tossed and wrecked states ; we are

breathing an atmosphere charged with electric

tension ; social cohesion and its working axioms

have been set aside over the greater part of

Europe ; settled political habit is much damaged

and men's minds, freed from the controlling

56
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bonds of custom, are working upon absolute

theories ; the herd has been scattered and its

members are under the influence of their separate

wills and are scurrying about under the guidance

of their separate fears ; violence, of wills and

of fists, for the time being has become the means

by which many things are to be done and done

quickly. Such is the after-war psychology and

the after-war politics.

This breeds fear, over-caution, repression.

The great weakness of fear is that it cannot

discriminate between friend and foe, between

good and bad. The great weakness of over-

caution is that it mistrusts freedom and will

not face the risks of the troubled waters which

when crossed bring us to peace. The great

weakness of repression is that it strengthens

the menace which it attempts to allay. The

community which faces the menaces of revolu-

tion most successfully is the one which goes

forward boldly meeting the lions (and the

roarings with no lions behind them) on its path

and heaping responsibility after responsibility

upon those who lead in the unsettlement. The

problem for States passing through revolution-

ary conditions is to prevent the revolutionists

from separating from the mass, exactly the
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opposite policy to that pursued by governments

in a panic. Because this country has hitherto

shown most of this genius of the calm and the

bold political mind, it has remained unshaken

whilst other countries have been riven by

earthquakes.

Great, therefore, is the misfortune that will

befall us, if politicians, in order to secure for

themselves and for the class in whose interests

they act a troubled and uncertain continuance

of power, mobilise fears and prejudices in support

of their Party, and arouse against other Parties

not an intellectual but an emotional opposition,

an opposition of disturbed nerves rather than

one of a convinced intelligence, an opposition

which seeks shelter behind walls of ignorance

rather than one which, arming itself with reason

and knowledge, comes boldly out into the open

and there maintains its ground.

Revolution is a word used in two senses of

^totally different significance. It may mean
simply a great change brought about by organic

transforming efforts ; it may mean a violent

outburst of force and a seizure of power and

its temporary arbitrary use. In one case it is

the accomplished change that marks the re-

volution, in the other it is the violent means
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that mark it. In the one case it is something

which is in operation day by day in every

growing and transforming Society ; in the other,

it happens but rarely and only when ordered

change is broken and pent-up grievances and
passions are let loose in a devastating flood.

In the one case, it concerns itself with reality

and every act is of permanent value and is

assimilated in the structure of Society ; in the

other, its violence may pass and, but for its

remnants of destruction and its scars, leave

little trace behind. In the one case, it belongs

to the normal growth of Society and is the

progress of the expanding life of Society ; in

the other, it belongs to abnormal growth and
is the creation of obstructions within Society to

expansion and adaptation. In the one case,

it is the conflict between the enfolded leaves

and the containing sheath in the living tree in

the spring time ; in the other it is the cutting

down of the barren fig tree in the hope that

new shoots will come up from its roots. To
use the word '' revolution " indiscriminately

for both cases leads to confusion, and though,

in the state of mind in which the world is to-day,

men who employ the words and phrases of

bravado and fear, of romance and terror,
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delight in the confusion, others will be partic-

ularly careful to discriminate and distinguish.

Thus, it is not what is called an '' advanced "

programme that is revolutionary, except in the

first use of the word.

For the purpose of accuracy I am in this

chapter to confine the word to its latter meaning

of change by violence and catastrophe.

Revolution means the attempt to gain by the

use of force an end which would still be remote

if sought peaceably—to break down by violence

obstacles which cannot be removed by reason

because reason is not allowed to play upon them.

The philosophy of revolution may be stated

thus :—If reason and the impulses of develop-

ment are baffled in Society, the need which they

express may only be comprehended by minor-

ities, but they will still cause revolutions.

The '* advanced " programme so far, therefore,

from being the prelude to a revolution is indeed

a sure safeguard against it. Supposing it is

true, as I contend in this book that it is, that

the relationship between the economic classes

of Society now requires a drastic readjustment

and that government must be reconsidered in

relation to the life and mind of an educated

and politically conscious working class, a failure
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of the existing order to respond, a successful

attempt to organise the existing governing

interests in opposition, a manipulation of elections

on false issues or absurd fears, mean the

destruction of Parliament as the organ which

expresses the real will of the nation. This will

not be the triumph of order and the safety

of the community, but the destruction of the

one and the confusion of the other. Therefore,

the recent attempts of the Prime Minister and

some of his subordinates to rouse the un-

reasoning fears of the nation against the Labour

Party on account of its programme, belong

not to the forces which protect Society but to

those which destroy it—not to those which

ward of! revolution but to those which make it

inevitable. In this way, the substance of the

proposals for change are not discussed, they

are labelled ; the transforming thoughts are

not assimilated, they are baffled
;
growth is

forbidden and disruption prepared.

The political method as opposed to the

revolutionary method of change, has nothing

to do with Conservatism or Liberalism, reaction

or progress. It is only concerned with how
Society provides for its own necessary growth.

Each generation records and possesses itself of
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its own triumplis and gains, and at the same

time leaves its imperfections and failures for

the next to remedy. The pioneer constructs

his ideal systems using his experienced short-

comings and his creative imagination as his

guide. He starts with the need to get out of

something ; he goes on to create the conditions

under which he would like to be. In this, he is

functioning for Society, and therefore he must

have freedom, the freedom of an advocate to

influence a judge, the freedom of an experi-

menter to prove his hypothesis. In the process,

his absolute theories become practical policies,

pure thought is assimilated to actual life, and

the organised system of Society moves on

towards greater perfection and an extended

liberty. Thus, the safeguard of Society is that

it remains adaptable and that it preserves itself

against ossification ; that it continues under the

sovereignty of the judicial and practical reason

and holds off the authority of nerveless and

prejudiced fear. And this is particularly the

concern of Society in times of revolutionary

ferment such as the period of transition between

a state of war, when force and passion have

blazed and flared and consumed like a furnace

in men's minds, and a state of peaceful and
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ordered life. Then, on the one hand, the

revolutionary is active, impatient with the slow

passing days and maddened that the oppor-

tunities to make rapid change are vanishing,

still moved by the spirit of masterful force

which the nation nurtured for its own pre-

servation whilst its enemy was in the field

against it ; on the other hand, sections of the

old governing order are also active, using every

means in their power to protect themselves,

buttressing their authority with the emotional

products of the war mind, a dictatorship of fear.

The one is confessedly, and the other, though

not confessedly yet very really, revolutionary.

Both are preachers of doctrines of false progress

and security and the agents of the forces which

stifle natural growth and block up all the

channels through which the transforming life

of Society runs. Both make growth ex-

plosive. From both sides the political methods

of reform for which the Labour Party stands

are assailed. On the one hand its political

beliefs are set down as pusillanimous and as a

surrender of its opportunities, whilst on the

other hand, its " advanced " programme is

presented as the bugle call for the revolution

and the battering ram vset up against the walls

5
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of Society. The two are allies working from

opposite extremes, clothed in different liveries,

but obedient to the orders of the same com-

mander-in-chief—him who has banished from

his General Staff every mind that is moved by
reason, and who is surrounded only by those

who believe in the capture of authority and the

absolute sovereignty of power.

Amongst the shiftings and twistings of the

demagogues to whom political controversy is

but the art of ready wit and of libelling, there

has appeared recently the plea that, though

the Labour Party in the main believes in ordered

progress, it is really in the hands of its ex-

tremists who, by some miraculous process, are

in a position to impose their will upon the Party.

The argument is that, at the moment of its

success, the Party will be compelled to adopt

principles and methods which it has hitherto

rejected and to follow those which it knows

will, at the best, be futile and, in all likelihood,

destroy it for ever as a political power. This

kind of argument belongs to the nonsense

which the little nursery maid offers to credulous

babes to keep them obedient and quiet under

her authority. *' Hush, you naughty thing, or

the Bolshevists will get you."
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Every Party has its extremists. The Liberals

once had the Chamberlain Radicals whose policy

of ransom disturbed the peace of mind of many
a worthy old lady ; later on, they had Lime-

house orations which flared like bale-fires from

every hill top making the timorous scurry into

Tory camps for safety. On the left of the

Labour Party to-day there is a revolutionary

section which would not be ofiended were I to

call it Bolshevist, which does not believe in

political methods, which condemns Parliament

and democracy as mere Capitalist appendages.

This section, however, does not work through

the Labour Party but is bitterly opposed to it.

It knows that the success of the Labour Party

is to put obstacles in its own way, that every

rebuff suffered by the Party adds to its strength,

and that a Labour Government properly manned
and wisely led would be its undoing. The

section contains many people who, if they could

be convinced that the political method would

be effective, would not only be its champions

but its able agents. These extremists are the

pioneers of progress, the people who can never

make a home in an army of occupation but who
must always be found amongst the scouting

troops. They may create great difficulties and
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may disturb provokingly our self-complacency,

but they are of the salt of the earth—and also

its yeast. The real problem they create is how
to harness them to responsibility, whereas the

problem created by the demagogue who uses

them to frighten timorous people is how to

crush him out. The one can be turned to great

national use, whilst the other can be nothing

but a national peril. We need not be timorous

of the so-called extremist. He is a colt who
will soon be pulling with the team, or who will

soon kick his fire out and sink into the feature-

less crowd of the patient but complaining.

We need to be timorous of the demagogue,

however. History is lumbered with the nations

he has wrecked.

The only class of extremists that is of any

importance at the present day is that which

has been created by the failure of Parliament.

It has experienced at home a General Election

(1918) in which political judgment played an

insignificantly subordinate part and no real

national interest was considered ; it has beheld

with contempt the coalition of old Parties on the

dishonest plea of national unity,and it has watched

how a Government that has mishandled every

European concern, wasted public resources,
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degraded public honours, failed in grappling

with pressing needs like housing or prices,

handled Labour difficulties in such a way as to

increase sectional appetites and encourage social

unsettlement, has retained office in spite of the

verdict of bye-elections and the humiliations to

which it has been subject. We have also beheld

some of the most worthless of men winning

the confidence of the crowds whilst inflamed

by war emotion.*

The people composing this class have lost

patience with it all ; they have lost respect for

it all. They see no end to the old fashioned

political methods. They do not see carelessness

and ignorance becoming careful and wise by

enfranchisement. Elections only appear to them

to perpetuate the incompetence which they

reveal. To move the crowd by enlightened

reason seems to be impossible. Reason is not

the way of progress. Some new method must be

• The same indictrmTit. expressed not against a Party but stated as a

scientific fact by a thinker who is not engagetl in political controversy but
in psycholotrical investigation, is found in Mr. Trotter's ** Instincta of the

Herd." pp. lU-llK. For the (jualities of a political leader "there need be
no specially arduous tr;\ininjr. no jrreat wciifht of knowlcdRC either of

affairs or the human heart, no receptiveness to new ideas, no outlook into

reality. Indeed, the mere al)scnce of such seems to be an advantage."
The whole passafre has to be read, as it is an important scientific di.scusaion

of tlic instincts and other mental and political forces which have to be
considered by whoever is scriou.sly concerned alx)ut the condition of Europi*

today >x)th as to events and to frames of mind.
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discovered. That is their reasoning, and so far

as it is descriptive it is pretty accurate and

does indicate shortcomings for which those who
believe in political methods must propose

remedies.

The extremists' remedies are inadequate, are

proposed without due consideration of con-

sequences and after an examination of far too

limited a range of facts ; they are the conclusions

of an impatient man rather than the decisions

of a wise one. They are of two different orders.

First of all, Russia has given the suggestion of

the dictatorship of the proletariat and the Soviet

form of Government ; and then, the power of

Trade Unions to stop production, and in some

degree to paralyse Society, has given birth to

the idea that by industrial action the working

classes can impose their will on the community

just as the Allies imposed theirs upon enemy

states by the blockade. In fact the policy of

'* Direct Action " is only an application of the

policy of the blockade to the class struggle.

Industrial action is regarded as the only effective

democratic action.

The defence of the Russian method rests

upon the assumption that the bulk of the people

will accept what is imposed upon them, that
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they are really negative mentally, that though

they will never emancipate themselves they will

allow a minority to establish a new order of

Society and then, finding its advantages, will

support that order against reaction. This flimsy

structure only requires to be explained to be

condemned. It is a characteristic example of

a pure reaction. It may be quite true that a

minority in a herd can by a gesture or a dra-

matic act of will acquire authority over the herd

and command its instinctive emotions. That

is sound psychology perhaps. But the problem

of the revolutionist when he considers ends and

not means is not emotional. It relates to the

remodelling of structure and the reforming of

habit, and both of these belong to the reason.

When we are told that the Russian dictatorship

has remodelled Society, we reply that the

Russian experiment is yet incomplete and

unstable and it has shown tendencies to revert

to conditions well within the possibility of

political change by Parliamentary forms. No
man of practical reason will ever dream of taking

an experiment still in process as a model. The
Russian political character which is making the

experiment is, moreover, very different from

that of any other European people (not because
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of its race but because of its history), being at

once freer in its economic and local life and

more ready to allow of despotism in its national

government. In Great Britain the conditions

favourable for a dictatorship do not exist as

they did in Russia, and in order to create them

we should have deliberately to submit the

country to a social convulsion which is never

arranged upon plans of revolutionaries but is

the result of the acts of governments themselves.

Therefore, the first move in the game is not

under the control of the revolutionaries but of

their governments. Famine and famine prices

may well hasten convulsions, and a continuation

of such governments as the Coalition may well

enliven the mood of revolution, but for a Party

to scheme for such an evolution of events hardly

amounts to folly ; it is not more than child's

play. There will be no Bolshevism in this

country unless the government makes it, and

any political sectioji that commits itself to it

is ruling itself out of the serious movements in

our national life. There must be revolutionary

conditions before there is any substantial re-

sponse to revolutionary propaganda.

One argument used by this section is, however,

worthy of some thought. It is said that if the
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Labour Party came into office it would not

come into power because a Parliamentary

majority of itself does not give power, and the

threatened interests would block Parliamentary

business so as to destroy Parliament, and would

at the same time prepare for some Kapp-
LudendorfE coup d'etat. If this were to happen,

the Parliamentary Labour Party would un-

doubtedly be in a tight fix. Leaving the coup

d'etat out of account, an obstruction of Parlia-

ment in order to destroy Parliament would be

as much a declaration of a revolution as would

be the mustering of a White Guard. The
decisive distinction in this country between a

constitutional order and a revolution is an
effective Parliament. Supposing that Parlia-

mentary revolutionary action were taken, a

Labour Government with industrial power be-

hind it could defend Parliament against revolu-

tionary destruction. //I can imagine, when the

Parliamentary minority has clearly shown its

revolutionary hand, how the Labour Premier

would at once summon a special Trade Union
and Labour Party Conference and phice the

facts before it ; I can imagine the consequent

organisation of political and industrial action

to counter the revolutionary move ; I can
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imagine the result, troublesome no doubt in

some of its features, but worked out in such a

way as to make its defensive character plain,

as to make the responsibility of the minority

clear, as to vindicate in the end democratic

Parliamentary constitutionalism. I refer to

this not because I think such a crisis is in-

evitable as some hold it to be, but because I

think it worth while showing that were the

folly of those who compose and support the

present Government so great as to force such

a crisis upon a Labour Government, it could be

met without that Government resorting to any

of the wild expedients now advocated by those

called '' Extremists,'' Bolshevists and other

names of prejudice and opprobrium. I

also refer to it in order to indicate that the

Labour weapon against reactionary revolution

is not armed force but a strike with the govern-

ment at its head, such as happened in Germany

when Kapp marched into Berlin.

The other group which places '' Direct Action,"

e.g. Industrial action, over against political

action, though for the moment co-operating

with Bolshevist sections, does not necessarily

belong to them. A strike is purely a defensive

weapon, and the Direct Actionist has no idea
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of constructive work. He is either a pure

revolutionist or believes in the blockade. No
political party can live on such creeds, and, tor

the purpose of this book, I am not required to

discuss these proposals further.

There is yet another group of people who is

on the border line of " Extremists." They are

those who believe in setting up a series of

industrial councils beginning with the workshops,

and going upwards through districts, complete

trades, federations of trades, a national council

of all trades, with a similar organisation for

consumers. This is the industrially organised

State. What is to be said for these people ?

Compared with the State of 1832, or even

with the State of 1900, the State of to-day has

undergone a revolutionary change. Its in-

dustrial character has become predominant.

The economic concerns of the communitv,

hitherto regarded as belonging to the private

relationships of the classes, of employer and

employed, of producer, distributor and con-

sumer, have now become civic, and the sphere

of politics has become widened to include them.

The substance of political problems has changed.

We may still believe in Free Trade as a practical

policy, but the words no longer connote a great
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political principle dividing of! the workshop

and the market from Parliament. Or, we may
reject Free Trade, but in doing so we no longer

ally ourselves with those profiteering capitalist

interests that, with Protection as a means,

sought to enrich themselves by exploiting a

cornered consuming public. We should reject

it because we believe that some conscious

organisation of production and the conditions

of production is necessary to maintain high

standards of national life. Whilst this change

has taken place, Parliament itself has not

changed. It is still elected and worked as it

was in 1832. Can the old construction do the

new work ? Partly owing to its defects as a

machine, and partly owing to the falsification

of election issues and the consequent return of

representatives who are not representatives,

when Labour policy or international politics or

anything else relating to the everyday realities

of national life is under discussion. Parliament

appears to have been stranded. It does not

represent. It cannot represent. ''The citizen is

so individual in his ideas and interests that no

one can represent him in his totality. Parlia-

mentary representation is a pretence. Society

is divided into various functioning associations,
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like cotton operatives, doctors, surveyors, and

these can be represented, and the union of their

representatives is a complete social organ.'' It is

not. An attempt to create such a machinery

of Government would fail. The machine would

not work. Confusion and complexity would

result. Law, that is the obligations which these

industrial associations put upon their members,

would soon be a mass of unrelated orders of no

certain validity, disputes between function and

function would be endless, there would be a

burdensome increase in the proportion of persons

whose lives and abilities were spent in making

the machine go, the judicial and arbitrating

function would be overweighted with work.

The Labour Party recognises the defects of

the Parliamentary machine but in no ways

abandons Parliament as the embodiment of the

civic life of the community, the citizen as the

unit to be represented, or public opinion as the

only creator of social change which is to last.

It would adapt Parliament to the new functions

of government, and, by a scheme of devolution

of work, the Party would re-invigorate demo-

cracy by bringing it in touch at as many points

as possible with organisations the life of which

id of interest and the powers of which arc of
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importance to the citizen. Thus, industrial

organisation for industrial purposes, recognised

by the political State and with powers of control

delegated to it by the State, municipal organis-

ation for local purposes but with far more

rights of self-administration than at present,

national organisation (Ireland, Scotland, Wales,

England) for national purposes with freedom to

develop national culture and genius and differ-

ences, and the civic union of the whole State

over all as a bond and personality. That will

make democracy intelligent and representation

real. '

Such is the frame of mind in which the Labour

Party acts and assails equally those on its Left

who by revolution would bring in a new order,

and those on the Right who also in ways that

mean revolution would maintain the old. The

Labour Party offers the nation progress without

revolution and change without catastrophe.

To call that Bolshevism is either to trade on

ignorance or resort to dishonesty.



CHAPTER V

NATIONALISATION

About thirty years ago the Trade Union
Congress declared in favour of the principle of

Nationalisation, and the Labour Party Con-

ference did the same in 1908- The Socialist

doctrine proceeds upon the assumption that the

community should control those economic

functions with the successful working of which

its welfare is bound up. This principle in

practical politics does not mean a wholesale

and an immediate transfer of industrial capital

from private to communal hands. Some forms

of property demand its immediate application

as I shall show, others do not. Proposals for

land nationalisation, owing to the special rela-

tion of land to the community, have been made
ever since Thomas Spence wrote on the subject

in 1793, and a great impetus was given to this

demand when Henry George's Progress and

Poverty appeared in 1879. Nationalisation has

77
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also been proposed as one of the methods for

dealing with the Drink Traffic, and railways

and mines have for a long time been the subject

of a similar propaganda. As a result of war

conditions, Mr. Winston Churchill announced

in Dundee that the Government favoured

nationalisation of railways, but a much more

serious agitation in favour of the nationalisation

of mines was begun when the miners declared

that they would insist upon this as the only

way out of the chaos and unsettlement in the

industry caused by the ineflScient handling

ot the Government. This demand and the

episodes that have followed—threatened strikes,

the Sankey Commission, political propaganda

—

have made nationalisation one of the great

questions of the day, and the Labour Party has

been specially associated with it.* In so far

as it has become a political issue I am afraid it

could not escape a deluge of misrepresentation

and an attack by meaningless but catchy phrases

and labels, and it has suffered from bogey

dressing. It is presented as a blow at every

virtue from State credit to personal rectitude,

* I do not propose to discuss the nationalisation of the Mines as a separate

issue, but only to refer to it in so far as it illustrates the general principle.

Mr. Frank Hodges' book on the subject in this series is an admirable state-

ment of the case, and I refer my readers to it.
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and it is supposed to involve compulsory labour,

a destruction of workmen's organisations, oppres-

sion to the consumer and what not—to all of

which the simple answer to anyone who wishes

to study the argument rationally is, that the

Labour Party is not composed of either fools

or knaves. The question is certainly one for

reasonable consideration and not to be set aside

as absurd folly.

Let us be clear first of all how we are to

approach the subject. To some people, politics

are a mere jumble of expediencies and com-

promises, patches and darns on a rent and

frayed Society. That is not our view. In

politics there must be expediencies and com-

promises, because Society is not a machine

which can be scrapped and a totally new model

substituted; Society has to be organically altered.

But the expediencies and compromises must

contribute to some complete conception, and

the changes made must fit into some system

which we have in mind. To the man who
jumps to conclusions on first impressions this

is dogmatism, but it is not so. Dogmatism is a

method of action which pursues theories in-

dependently of facts, whereas the method I

have in mind is the scientific one of drawing
6
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ideas from experience and using them as guides

for action, but always limiting action by the

new experience gained. All politics that are of

permanent value are the working out of ideal

systems in relation to existing facts. That

gives change a chance of being progress and not

a wandering in a circle or a general rambling

about. Thus we find that some Parties, like

the Australian Labour Party, have two sections

of their programme, one a section of general

guiding principles and the other a *' fighting

programme " of matters ripe for settlement.

Nationalisation as a principle belongs to the

former, nationalisation of the mines, to the

latter. It may be a clever political expedient

by which to win votes to mislead electors by

stating that the Party's intention is to national-

ise everything immediately, but it is not an

honest one, and it is not in accord with political

methods of transformation. If the governing

authorities forced a revolution on the people

as they did in Russia, declarations of principle

might move at once into the section of immedi-

ate changes, but only under such conditions

can that be done, and we do not believe in

revolutions. The meaning of the inclusion of

nationalisation in the Party's statement of
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ultimate beliefs is this, that it believes that

nationalisation gives the key to the solution of

many of our industrial problems, and that a

truly industrial state is one in which the pro-

duction of wealth will be controlled by the

community, or by functioning associations of

the community. When the conditions of the

various industries and services permit of national-

isation public opinion will have ample oppor-

tunity of pronouncing whether its experience

justifies the extension of the principle, and

whether the extension should be made in the

directions proposed.

The argument against the proposal of national-

isation is often stated as though we were seeking

to adopt it for the first time, and the word

itself is used to indicate that the scheme only

means Government ownership and control.

Both statements are erroneous. This bogey

principle which is to destroy initiative and

bring judgment upon us, has been applied

already. It is one of the working principles

of Society. The municipalisation of gas is as

much part of nationalisation as the State

ownership of mines. For us to discuss now if

the principle is good or bad is like discussing

whether the State ought or ought not provide
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facilities for education. The question we have

now to answer is : Ought mines be nationalised ?

Ought railways ? And so on.

In the development of industry the mechanism

of production and distribution becomes more

and more unified in organisation until we have

either confessed or virtual trust conditions. It

is then no longer a question of private enterprise

or initiative, because these virtues have already

been absorbed in organisation and have become

salaried and officialised. They are already work-

ing under conditions which would not be

worsened by nationalisation. From that point

of view, there is no difference between a Trust

and the State. The Trust has already made all

the changes that nationalisation will make. As

regards the mines, for instance, there is just as

little and as much room for private enterprise

and initiative in the Tiust schemes proposed

by the Government and Mr. Asquith at Paisley

as there is in the public control suggested by

the Miners' Federation. We have to decide

whether Trust control or public control is the

better from the point of view of all the interests

concerned. The Labour Party supports the

second alternative. Trust control is the worst

way to deal with highly organised industry.
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An accurate statement of the Labour Party's

position would run somewhat thus : When
industries have evolved into the Trust or quasi-

Trust stage the principle of nationalisation

should be made to apply to them.

Another thing should be pointed out. The
method of applying the Socialist doctrine

enunciated at the beginning of this chapter to

different industries cannot be uniform. Cotton,

should it be brought into a nationalisation

scheme, could not be dealt with as coal, and

though the similarity between coal and railways

is close, the control of one raises problems

that differ from those of the other. Account

has to be taken amongst other things of the

conditions under which raw material is supplied,

the nature of the service and the markets, the

possibility of competition curbing the Trust,

the elements that enter into the organisation of

the industry and the most convenient forms

which that organisation can take. The idea

that nationalisation is to be carried out on a

kind of machine-made, standard-suit plan is

entertained by no one who understands what

he is talking about, whether he be an exponent

or a critic. So far as we have had nationalisation

it has certainly, with all its faults, been a success,
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and at every stage of its development it has

been met by precisely the same kind of oppo-

sition and argument which the nationalisation

of mines has now to encounter. I am old

enough to remember how when, in the eighties,

municipalisation was a Progressive watchword,

Mr. Asquith's Paisley arguments were virile and

vigorous. They are verbally and substantially

what the London Moderates said against the

municipalisation of trams. Now a days, no one

but the stiffest dogmatist would suggest that we

should return to private enterprise for supplying

our water, our gas, our electricity, our telephones

or our trams. In places, there have been mistakes

in management and there have been disappoint-

ments, but these have never amounted to a

condemnation of the system any more than

individual failures can be made the reason for

the ending of the capitalist system. Further

than that, the municipalities that have carried

out these ideas most completely and applied

them most widely can challenge successfully

any comparison as regards the excellence of

their government, their credit, the comfort of

their citizens and the initiative and energy of

their people. It is also very significant that

when these places happen to be ruled by
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majorities whose general political opinions are

classed as reactionary, and who opposed the

departures when they were being made, they

never dream of reverting to old conditions or

even of curtailing the operations of present ones,

so firmly entrenched has the system of national-

isation become owing to the benefits of its

practice. Years ago, the Moderates threatened

to undo the Progressive policy in London ; they

could not carry out their threat. It is said,

however, that whilst the experience of municipal-

isation may be good, not nearly the same amount
of good has been derived from State enterprise,

and the telegraph and telephone services to-

gether with war control are generally selected

for attack.

I shall deal with our war experiences first.

As regards that, I might content myself with

pointing out that war control was improvised

in a night and that it ought to have been a

greater failure than it has been. It was a

revolutionary act, not an evolutionary one—of

the style of Bolshevism not of Parliamentary

transformation ! As, however, some consider-

ation given to it will throw light on the

administrative problems of nationalisation, I

shall not dismiss it. Improvised as it was,
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personal and trade interests got into authority.

Schemes were devised to protect and improve

the business prospects of those in charge and

their kind. A thousand and on^ axes had to be

ground. What really happened was that the

ordinary mechanism of trade was temporarily

interfered with in the Government's interest.

In time of national stress the capitalist system

broke down. The community could not be left

a prey to it. Yet the method of control was

so arranged that when control was removed the

dangerous system would be left in full working

order. The whole of the superfluous machinery

was kept oiled, and the parts that were not being

used (a great class of brokers, for instance, who
did no trade but who found their incomes

increased) exacted a toll just as though they

were being used, and prevented economical and

efficient working. Ordinary business mechan-

ism was not scrapped. Those who worked it

were sent on a holiday so far as its management

was concerned with all their expenses liberally

paid. That was not Nationalisation. It was

a caricature of Nationalisation. We ran a

bureaucracy with the worst kind of bureaucrats

—men taken straight from private business who

were not only amateurs at the bureaucratic job,
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but who worked it knowing that they were

to go back in a few months to their own counting

houses and who could not help thinking how
they could leave things, if not to their own
advantage, certainly not to their disadvantage.

Government control during the war was managed
by private interests.

Even then, there is a good side to Government
war control.

The temptation to think exclusively of the

failures is great but must be resisted. Part of

the records of such Departments as that of

Munitions must not be overlooked, and though

spectacles like those of Loch Doone, Slough and

Gretna fill one with angry protest, we must
remember that where the nation secured the

services of really disinterested men of ability

their checking of theft and corruption was fine,

and their management of national concerns was

so satisfactory that it is an argument in favour

of the ability of a public service to control large

industrial undertakings. The inefiiciency and

dishonesty which crept into the Supply Depart-

ments during the war could soon have been

weeded out in ordinary times.

The telegraph and telephone services are

however the stock arguments against us. The
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latter is certainly most inefficient, but I do not

agree that before the war it was more inefficient

than the private companies had been, and,

to-day, given the proper staff, there is no reason

why the Government service should not attain

to a maximum efficiency. Has it deteriorated

more than our clothes, our kitchen utensils and

the scores of services and supplies of which we

have good cause to complain ? I think not.

If I get half-a-dozen wrong numbers both out

and in in the course of a day, that is not because

my telephone belongs to the Government ; my
charges are certainly less than they would be

if I had to deal with a private telephone Trust.

The root of the trouble with both services,

however, is the condition under which they

were acquired. In purchasing them, the House

of Commons dealt with its own friends, and

there is an evil tradition (which Labour must

end) that in dealing with public money you can

be more easy in your rectitudes than in dealing

with private cash. The telegraph system was

sold to the public at a colossal overcharge ; the

telephone system was allowed to run down to a

minimum efficiency before being handed over

to the State at a ransom price. We have

forgotten that the newspapers were constantly
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voicing complaints against the National Tele-

phone Company whilst the Company was
watering its capital and paying excessive divi-

dends. In fact, the discontent that is now
being shown with the Government service,

handicapped as it has been by the war and the

rise in costs of maintenance, is not more strenu-

ously impatient than that which was habitual

under Company management.* It is a pity that

our memories are so short.

The unanswerable reply, however, is this.

The most efficient and the cheapest telephone

service in the world is that of Sweden, and it is

State controlled. It may be that the Govern-

ments which we have been suffering are not fit

to govern, but what a Swedish government can

do, no one wull persuade me that a British one

cannot. Elsewhere in this book I point out

that the new tasks of Government require

changes in the personnel of Government, and a

Party which understands the reasons for

Nationalisation and is aware of the importance

of its issues, is far more likely than any other

to bring that efficiency into management which

will make the service satisfactory to the public.

* See The Ca$e for NationaliMation. by Mr. Emil Davies: Chapter oo Tele-
phones.
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The present position of the coal controversy

illustrates both the case for and the difficulties

of Nationalisation. Coal is a limited natural

supply and should be mined and used economic-

ally ; mining plans of the most economical and

scientific character cannot be accommodated to

the arbitrary areas of private property ; the

mining unit depends upon geology and engineer-

ing facilities and has nothing to do with the

boundary marks between one estate and another

or one mining concession and another ; mining

by private enterprise means waste, high prices

and national loss ; not only the getting of coal

but its use requires the widest co-ordination of

skill and effort ; the industry has steadily

drifted into the hands of combines. We have

now the reports of the Coal Conservation and

Sankey Committees, and the declarations of

both the Government and the Liberal Oppo-

sition that the industry needs to be reorganised

both from its productive and distributive side.*

I have already pointed out that the admin-

* One of the great advertisements which the coalowners and merchants
issued against Nationalisation ended with the cryptic, so far as reason goes,

but fearful, so far as emotion controlled directly by the eye goes, announce-

ment that *• the Consumer pays." The consumer always pays, and one of

the characteristics of a Trust industry is that the consumer pays too much.

In five years the profits made upon coal prices have gone beyond the sum
total of the capital invested in the industry, and unless Nationalisation

steps in to protect the consumer he is to continue to be exploited.
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istrative plans of Nationalisation must in every

case accommodate themselves to the conditions

of the trade, but the commonly held idea

is that the whole of the control of nationalised

mines will rest in some Whitehall office. Upon
such an erroneous assumption Mr. Asquith's

Paisley criticisms were based. Now, bureau-

cracy has its virtues. It is mechanical, but it

mav be an efficient machine, and the more

mechanical the control of things becomes,

the more will bureaucracy succeed. We can

also say that its inefficiency increases with its

remoteness from the points touched by its

activities. To regulate the coal mines in Durham,
Northumberland, South Wales and Scotland

from an office under the shadow of the House

of Commons, is a proposal which I have known
no one to make. Fortunately, however (a point

that critics seem to forget), all organisation is

not bureaucracy ; there is such a thing as control

in the common interests by representatives of

these interests, a control which is unified but

yet varied.

The State must own the mines, but the

system of working must not centre in the Civil

Service. We must not make the mistake of

using political machinery for industrial purposes.
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So soon as the State seriously concerns itself

with industrial affairs, it must enlist to its aid

other than political associations or groups that

function politically. It then holds as a trustee

for the community, and for the success of its

trusteeship it must call in the aid of the

associations and groups that are concerned in

the working of the trusts, as well as the con-

sumers concerned in the results of the working.

Just as the idea of nationalisation, following

naturally on the due evolution of industry,

imposes new tasks and responsibilities on the

State, so must the State adapt itself to its new
duties of administration by improving and

extending its own machinery. To expect, for

instance, a staff of the type of the present Home
Office or the Board of Trade staffs to take over

the control of mines and be responsible through

agents and deputies for their working, is to put

new wine into old bottles with a vengeance.

And yet, the distinction between bureaucracy

and public control is not only easily defined but

can be easily embodied in administration.

Bureaucracy is the administration of men en-

dowed with State authority and occupying the

position of State officials ; it assumes that the

controller does not acquire his authority from
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below or from his relationship with the business

which he controls, but from above or from the

general sovereign powers of the State. He
passes an examination, enters an office and

clothes himself with the authority of the office.

Public control is the administration of men who
get their position and authority from the

organisation they are working. They rise to

authority ; the bureaucrat descends with author-

ity. They are in the system and of it ; the

bureaucrat is above the system and outside it.

Neither the miners nor the public will accept

Nationalisation with bureaucracy, and therefore

a scheme has been drafted which, while making

the mines State property, secures public control

in working them. There are to be pit com-

mittees to look after pit concerns, District Boards

to co-ordinate the work of districts, a National

Board to supervise the whole, to see that

production is equal to demand, to look after all

the general problems of mining engineering, the

application of science to coal getting and

consumption, prices and so on, and to keep the

whole industry in all its processes up-to-date.

These committees will be representative of all

the interests and functions— labour, manage-

ment, the consumer, the State owner. In other
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words, the coal industry will be managed by

a well equipped body working for production,

distribution and use. That is very remote from

the common idea of what Nationalisation im-

plies, but it is what is in the minds of those who

have given any thought to Nationalisation and

who are urging its expediency and necessity on

the country. It also indicates the lines upon

which the State must move as it becomes more

and more responsible for industrial affairs.

One further consideration must be noted.

No community will ever find peace whilst its

working class masses have no responsibility for

their own conditions, and that responsibility

will never be given by Profit Sharing, Whitley

Councils or any such expedients which do

nothing but involve the workmen in capitalist

concerns, entangle them without freeing them,

bind them without changing their status. The

piece of work which now has to be done is to

take the workmen into full social partnership,

to use him not only as a hewer of wood and a

drawer of water but as a colleague in the

management of industry. His field of interest

must be widened and his burdens of responsi-

bilities increased.

Already has he been very stupidly kept
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too long in the outer courts. He has got into

the outer court frame of mind, the habit of

narrowly thinking of the section to which he

belongs, of simplifying complex problems by

meaningless phrases, of seeing things in much
too limited a relationship, of regarding himself

as antagonistic to the system which uses him.

When such a mind becomes alive to its position

it is at first more familiar with the world of

ideas than with the world of things, the world

of the absolute than the world in course of

transformation. Hence, it is allured by every

new heresy as women are by a new fashion,

and instead of making patient contributions to

permanent change it flits from allurement to

allurement, from school to school, from shibbo-

leth to shibboleth, leaving others to embody in

a lasting way in Society the ideas with which

it has dallied but by and by discarded. This is

too true of part of the younger body of educated

workmen to-day. It is a passing phase in the

evolution of intelligence, however. Individuals

from this shifty class may be bought, as they

have been, by other classes, or flattered into

tameness and desertion from their allegiance to

their own people, but if the governing powers and
the superior classes think that in this way they

7
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are to make peace and roll back the rising tide of

democratic intelligence, they are very much
mistaken. It is both a poor and an unprofitable

game. We must provide channels through

which this desire for equality will be profit-

ably and nobly spent, and Nationalisation is

the only expedient I can conceive which will

do this. Active minds living outside the walls

of responsible and governing Society are hostile

and revolutionary minds, and it is well that

that should be so if human dignity is something

that one should really care for. National-

isation brings these minds inside.

The problem which an educated and in-

telligent working class will always present to

Society is how to provide for a management

in which labour will have an independent

responsibility and which will be controlled

by the living factors in production, brains and

muscles, and not by the dead factor, capital.

The purpose is to give the workman the freedom

of responsibility, to give him the mind of the

governing factor, to provide him with the moral

incentive to work which can only come when he

knows that he is labouring to add to the wealth

and life of the community, his fellow workmen,

and not mainly to swell the profits and heap up
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the possessions of his employers or shareholders.

We have come to a time when the economic

and external incentives to work are getting

weaker, and we have to put in their place the

will to work. I can see nothing that that can

mean except Nationalisation, because by that

means alone can the worker be made to feel

that he is producing for the community.

Thus Nationalisation is one of the guiding

principles of the Labour Party for two great

reasons. First, it is the only expedient which

the community can adopt to protect itself

against monopoly combinations and to save it

from the domination of capital. That is im-

portant. It implies economy in working, and
strikes at the root of the causes of poverty in so

far as they are in our system and are not owing to

individual fault. But I value the second reason

still more, because it belongs to the great

creative influences. Nationalisation is a trans-

lation into political programmes of that new
intellectual and moral awakening of labour

which, if left outside responsibility, will be

unsettling and revolutionary but which, if used

to enfranchise labour in the mine and workshop,

will mark o£E an epoch in social peace and human
power. Nationalisation is a necessary con-
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dition for that united social mind for which

everybody sighs but for which the Labour Party

alone of political Parties has supplied a political

and economic body.

I



CHAPTER VI

CAN LABOUR GOVERN ?

The question which is the title of this chapter

would be answered by a great many people

something in this way : Only gentlemen can

govern ; Labour Ministers would be no gentle-

men : therefore Labour cannot govern. We
have not yet got out of the way of assuming

that government is the pastime or occupation

of a gentleman, that Labour members have not

the great dignities required for high office, that

not only Waterloos but grand legislative and

administrative achievements are won on the

playing fields of Eton and made secure by the

freemasonry of Balliol.

The law which explains what is to survive

and what is to be forgotten is a curious one.

Part of it is that whatever belongs to the

ceremonial usages of life, like ecclesiastical

99
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vestments, or to its dignities, is retained. Now,
government has always been associated with

ceremoniaL It has been a function of the

Levites. For long. Parliament itself was hedged

round by property qualifications and patronage

and when the pressure of opinion was too great

and these were broken down, the inner governing

nucleus retained its old sacredness. That is

one of the reasons why, when Parliaments

became more '' popular '* than they used to be,

Cabinets withdrew themselves more and more

from Parliament, using Parliament as their instru-

ment. The Cabinet was never solely regarded

as a business body submitting to the test of

efficiency. Government was a dignity, just as

the position of the officer class in the Army was

a dignity. When after many years Labour

found its way into this reserved compound it not

only had a very distinctly back seat given to it,

but was plainly told that it had received an honour

of a peculiarly precious kind which had to be

enjoyed by a peculiarly ordered conduct. It is

an extraordinary thing that though Labour

first appeared in the House of Commons in 1872,

not till 1892 was one of its representatives

invited to join a Ministry and not till 1905 was

one given a Cabinet appointment. Whoever has
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known the men who represented Labour during

that long period of over thirty years, knows

quite well that amongst them were an ability

and an experience considerably superior to those

expected by Premiers of their Cabinet colleagues.

Lists of Cabinets reveal, as time rots their cover-

ing robes of dignity, how much mediocrity of a

respectable class has been drawn upon to govern

us. Though great names are included in those

lists, they remind one of a flat featureless tract

of country from which rises an odd hillock or

two, and even the hillocks are, in many cases,

being flattened down by the passing of time.

It is sometimes argued that government is best

conducted by safe mediocrity, and that original

and masterful ability finds its proper sphere

in making that opinion within Society which

is the real determinant of progress and the true

controller of Governments. It is said that

Governments should not show active initiative

but should move only after change has become

inevitable, and should rather dot the is and

stroke the ^s of social progress than themselves

write the is and the ^s. Should this be sound,

whatever other consequences may follow from it,

it does mean that the spokesmen of the governing

Levites who tell us that they alone are fit to
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govern, thus put somewhat meagre wreaths of

laurel on their brows, and make it more diffi-

cult for them to maintain that there is some

occult mystery in government the secret of

which has been withheld from the common
people.

I do not believe that that is the right view

of government, however. I believe that govern-

ment requires great skill and great capacity and

knowledge, and that it has hitherto been

monopolised by a small class that has fenced

it ofi by something like superstition. It has

been religiously guarded by that class by all

the means that a priesthood takes to fence itself

ojB from the common crowd, and, when the

doors of the temple have had to be opened to

others than those born into the sacred tribe,

the Levites have sought to impose a novitiate

upon the selected ones during which the manner

and the mind of the governing priesthood have

been taught. But, in so far as Labour imitates.

Labour fails. If Labour cannot be natural and

itself in its government, it is unfitted to govern.

Labour must justify itself by bringing a new
virtue into government.

Government in a state where individual and

class interests are removing old social barriers,
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where new economic classes are gaining social

recognition—in a state, that is, which is passing

from the hands of one strong economic class to

another (say, from feudalism to capitalism)

—

at such a time, government is bound to be rather

negative. It can have no clear ideas as to its

aim. It systematises its negations, and when
it makes apparently positive statements of its

purpose they are in reality negative. Freedom

in the creed of Capitalist Liberalism, for instance,

has a series of political nots as its content.

The task of government is then to clear the way
for the free exercise of the interests of the

powerful classes. Freedom does not relate to

the State nor the ordinary citizen but to

the class which has just become influential.

So too, classes that are economically and socially

powerful support negative views of government.

Landlords need no legislation except of the type

which protects them against poachers, and

capitalists desire no legislation to impose factory

rules upon them. The individual and the class

in a position to look after themselves wish to be

left alone, and, generalising from their own
interests, conclude that it would benefit everyone

else if they were also left alone.

But in such a state of society two tendencies
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are always in operation. Organisation and

economy are as much the natural trend of Society

as they are of a human body. Therefore, the

mass of separate interests all working at the

same task tend to amalgamate, and the war has

given a great impetus to this. If the State

were to-day to sink into the background, and

every individual interest were allowed to look

after itself, the community would not return

to the same state of disorganised competition

as existed before the war. Many of these

interests have passed under the hands of Trusts,

and so instead of being controlled by the political

state they would be subject to an economic

quasi-state—the Trust—with the codes of

regulations which it itself has formed to advance

its own interests without regard for the com-

munity, except in so far as it pays it to have

such regard. The community must control

this organisation or it will control the com-

munity.

The other tendency is this—and this too

the war has greatly accelerated. The mass of

the people live in economic dependence on those

classes which can look after themselves—for

instance. Labour on Capital. That, however,

13 a constant grievance and friction. Labour
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in the end will demand, and secure, independence

by controlling its own servitude, and, either

through the organisation of industrial guilds or

the State, will seek that freedom. Thus, from

being an onlooker, whilst individual and class

interests strive to discover the services which

yield riches to them, the State first becomes an

umpire and protector, and finally co-ordinates

the warring and self-regarding interests into

co-operating functions. The class which re-

mains subordinate and which can free itself only

through the State forms itself into an organis-

ation to capture the State, and so from being

negative the State becomes positive. Both

economic and human necessity, each in its own
way, ends the negative phases of government

and establishes positive phases. Labour comes

into authority when the national needs require

constructive political ideas to protect their

interests and it therefore must justify its claim

to govern not by its capacity to imitate those

who have ruled before, but to do the work which

governments ought now to do.

What has Labour to say for itself from that

point of view ?

If government is to concern itself with the

business of life and is to organise the community
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to secure liberty,* it must be equipped by at

least two qualifications. It must have an idea

of the scheme of society which it is working out

and it must have an intimate knowledge of the

human material and experience with which it

has to deal. In another chapter I have in-

dicated the conception of the social structure

held by the Labour Party and have pointed out

that it alone of political parties to-day knows

what it is driving at or has systematised the

particular items of its programme into anything

worthy of the name of a social policy. It alone

can with any accuracy issue a programme as it

has done under the title of the *' New Social

Order." Other parties live from hand to mouth,

patching here and patching there, busy first

at this point guided by one set of ideas (or no

ideas at all) and then at another point guided

by another set of ideas. A system of national

health insurance is created with no definite

notion behind it except that human nature is

likely to accept ninepence for fourpence. Labour

troubles are patched up but not settled, and the

* I do not mean by this that in the truly free State all organisation will

be under government control and there will be no voluntary functional

organisations industrial or otherwise. That would be no free State at all.

But I mean that it is the business of government to watch all functional

organisations and see that the community does not suffer from anarchy

whether brought about by the lack or the conflict of organisations.
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disturbance of to-day is calmed by remedies

that cause it to break out afresh to-morrow

—

and so on through an endless series of fruitless

efforts.*

Upon this, I lay the greatest emphasis : the

political work of governments must be system-

atic or the world is to drift into a state of chaotic

effort, and disorder and conflict, both national

and international, are to increase. With the

Independent Labour Party as its purely political

section, alive to all the newer political thought

of the time, not carried away with it but assimil-

ating it in a discriminating fashion, making the

pace and mapping the way in municipal admin-

istration, national legislation and international

policy, the Labour Party alone is in a position

to secure steady and ordered progress, to effect

those changes in structure which the life of

Society requires, and to launch the ship of state

well manned and well equipped on its further

voyages.

This advantage is further emphasised by the

fact that the Labour Party now commands the

services of the newer generation of what is

awkwardly called the intelligentsia, those who

• These efforts are well illustrated to-day in the ineffective attempt, which
if not chetkcd will brintr ruin, of wage* to overtake prices.
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are working out the problems of the co-operative

industrial state, its finance, its industrial control,

its international policy ; for it is one of the

most indisputable and striking facts of the day

that the best work that is now being done in

these investigations is by men either definitely

allied with, or whose points of view are in

harmony with, the Labour Party.*

But if clear ideas and knowledge are essential

to good government, so is practical experience

in group and associated life and in mass organis-

ation. Here again, the Labour Party has

advantages over other Parties. Public opinion

is a thing that can be allowed to go wild and be

followed, or a thing that has to be made, guided

and controlled; but whether it is wild or rational,

it has to be understood. The popular leader

who is ready at any time to place not only his

abilities but his reason and conscience at the

disposal of majorities is always contemptible,

but at this moment he is dangerous as well.

The nation needs men who can stand up against

it and who do not merely flatter it, and such

* For instance, the Labour Party has now established for its guidance
groups of Advisory Committees to consider such subjects as International
Policy, Government Machinery, Public Health, Education, Finance, Colonial
Administration, and upon each are people who are recognised authorities

in these subjectg.
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men cannot be found unless they know to what

goals they are driving.

Now, there are two sections of the Labour

movement which are invaluable in these respects

—the Trade Union and Co-operative sections.

I am the last man to say that a training in

Trade Union official life is all that is required

to fit a man to be a valuable member of the

House of Commons. We have only too abund-

ant evidence that that is not true. But, given

other qualities, such as those which an education

in economics, in history and in general politics

provides, an experience in Trade Union work is

an admirable apprenticeship for the wider re-

sponsibilities of public life. A man who knows
the industrial mind of the masses, who has had

to study their psychology in order to use it for

good ends, who has won confidence by service

in the narrower world of mining, factory and

workshop concerns, enters public life with a

splendid equipment of practical sagacity which

should lead to distinction in the affairs of state.

In order to govern well, one must be trusted

and one must know, and the Trade Union

movement supplies both of these requisites to

the young workman who by self-education

and Bclf discipline attains to office in it. The
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old type of Trade Union official was a pioneer.

His interests were perhaps narrow, his mind
was perhaps but poorly equipped, but his work was
to combine his fellows and create a great organis-

ation concerned in the first instance with special

material gains. It is easy to point out his

defects, but he did the work of his day, was

successful and was a powerful instrument. He
taught workmen the advantages of running into

masses at times of danger (an advantage only

inadequately expressed in the economic jargon

of *' collective bargaining ") and he got the

confidence of his herd. Henceforth that was

to be a characteristic of working class action.

Now things have moved on. The success of

the Unions on their side of organisation has

opened up new responsibilities. Roads which

they thought they could travel "^11 by themselves

ai^e found to converge on other roads before

their end ; objects which they thought were

theirs alone are found to belong to others as

well ; what appeared to be workmen's interests

to be fought for separately as such, are now
found to be but aspects of communal interests

to be attained by the united efforts of Society.

For instance, wages which were regarded as

something definite and absolute are now dis-
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covered to be but relations, and a treatment of

workmen's pay cannot be separated from the

economics of prices. Thus, the tasks and the

world of Trade Unionism widen until they are

seen to be identical with the tasks and the world

of the community. And whilst this widening

has been in progress, influences have been at

work preparing a new type of man to carry on

to completion the work of the old and to inherit

the powers which herd psychology puts in the

hands of leaders.

Within the past twenty years a great demo-
cratic educational movement has been on foot

amongst the working classes. It originated in a

general way in the Independent Labour Party

which directed the attention of its members to

good literature, to economics and to politics.

Later on. it was specialised into two main organ-

isations, the Workers' Education Association,

founded in 1903, and the Central Labour College,

founded on a secession from Ruskin College,*

Oxford, in 1909. These two bodies, the first

representing the Right and the second the Left,

carry on numerous classes attended by thousands

of young workmen in nearly every industrial

* Started in 1800: wh>i the flrst attempt to yivc to adult workmen a
systematic eolii'icc training.

8
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centre, and the classes are supplemented by-

voluminous correspondence activities. Who-
ever moves about and spends frequent evenings

as I do at the firesides of workmen sees the

results of this, not only in the splendid collection

of books* which these families frequently

possess, but in the intelligent level of conversa-

tion maintained and alone enjoyed, at those

firesides. One does not find the decadent

modern novel there nor the two-penny-halfpenny

monthly magazine, nor the picture daily paper.

One has to go to '' better society '' for those.

However surprising it may seem to those who
have no intimate contact with these circles,

I assert with the greatest confidence that their

intellectual level is higher than that of many
learned university coteries, and incomparably

higher than that of wealthy manufacturers'

families ; better reading matter goes into those

homes and the range of their interests are

wider.

t

From these firesides are the new Trade Union

leaders to be drawn. These are the people who,

furnished with rich minds, are entering the

* For instance, in one worker's home which I frequently visit there is

a complete set of the " Golden Bough."
t See the Report of the investigation made in Sheffield into the mental

equipment of >vorking people—" The Equipment of the Workers."
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official ranks of Trade Unionism, and, further

enriched by experiences gained there, will

emerge into public life better fitted to do

their duty than any Levite class that has

hitherto appeared to claim a monopoly of

governing capacity. If the Trade Union mind

has hitherto been too much fixed upon the

rocks of existing fact like a limpet, the new
order of educated and cultured workman will

know how to secure freedom of movement
without losing his hold upon the rocks ; if the

old type of Trade Union official when he became

respectable lost his spirit of revolt and, by

imitating the middle classes to the lower ranks

of which he was content to be admitted, passed

through the gates of death, the young type will

form an aristocracy for itself conserving the

simple virtues of democracy and, inspired by

the confidence of self respect, it will observe the

manners of equals wherever it finds itself.

Thus we may have our governing done by a

new type of men cast in a better mould than

those who have gone before them.

The other section of the Labour movement
which will make an original contribution to the

qualities required for governing is the Co-

operative movement. Here we have a purely

/
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business afiair stretching its organisation from

the tiniest of village shops to a great national

bank, controlling a gigantic wholesale business,

numerous productive factories, estates, steam-

ship lines and all the machinery of production

and distribution. This is done by a democracy

of consumers ; the backs that bear the burden

of it all are those of store committees elected by

and from the most ordinary men and women.
The success of this movement since 1843, when
the Rochdale Pioneers first took down their

shutters in Toad Lane, is more like an epic

than a narration of successful business enter-

prise. During the war the human and other

resources of the Co-operative movement were

found to be of the greatest value to the nation,

and much more good could have been got out

of it but for the jealousies and rivalries of other

interests. As it was, its representatives on

many committees advising as to the control of

necessaries and as to prices (like the Consumers'

Council) brought a knowledge and capacity

second to none represented, and the work of the

tores (again seriously handicapped by the

opposition of Government Departments, officials

and interested persons) in distributing food, if

copied or studied, would have avoided many
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failures in this work. Again and again, as

during the Dublin strike in 1913-14, the Co-

operative movement has handled difficult

problems in transport and supply ; in the

attempts to unravel the Russian entanglement,

it has played a unique part ; in the economic

re-establishment of Central Europe it could have

done special service had it been used ; it will

play an increasingly important role in our

national economy should we have the mis-

fortune to go through much more industrial

strife.

Thus, the Labour Party has at its elbow a

great distributive organisation supplying not

only the exact knowledge requisite to represent

the consumers' point of view in all schemes for

Nationalisation, but ready to support any policy

of international or national concern which may
involve the distribution of material of any sort.

If international finance has to be put upon a

basis which will not involve imperialism and

war, this organisation can be adapted to the pur-

pose. The moment we think of combined com-

munal action in supply, that moment brings the

experience and knowledge of the Co-operative

movement into the front rank of value. It

alone can save us from the profiteer on the one
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hand and the unpractical and oppressive jack-in-

office bureaucrat on the other. It catches up

in itself the experience and needs of the worker

of all grades both as a producing service giver

and as a consuming service user, and it solves

the administrative problem of the opponent of

bureaucracy on the one hand and of the anti-

State Guild Socialist on the other, of how, when
the State takes a direct interest in production

and distribution, these functions can be kept

out of the hands of a civil service, of office clerks,

of a bureaucracy. Bureaucracy and co-oper-

ation are on terms of eternal enmity, and that

enmity will influence for good the work of a

Labour Government for whose existence the

Co-operative movement has a large measure of

responsibility.

A demand which has an occasional popularity

but which in its current significance is only part

of that political clap-trap by which a certain

repulsive political section seeks to gain the

votes of a dissatisfied but easily misled lower

middle class opinion—the demand for a business

government, has great substance in it when
properly understood. It generally implies a

government of business men, '' business '' being

used in its narrowest commercial sense. The
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problem of successful government is not that of

successful business. It is much more com-

plicated and takes more things into account.

Nor are the aims the same. The business man
acquires the habit of absolute control ; his

success is that which is expressed in ledger

balances ; the sphere of his operations is narrow

and only indirectly has any reference to other

commercial interests ; he has to consider Society

as the market for some commodity of which he

is proprietor. The statesman has to employ

the habit of working with equals or with men
not absolutely under his control ; his success

is that expressed in comforts, happiness, liberty
;

the sphere of his operations is social wellbeing

and he must take into account everything which

contributes to a contented and prosperous com-

munity ; he has to consider Society as a

community of enjoying users. If we examine

the business records of the war we see the

difference. The purely business man at his

best was an invaluable civil servant, though

even in this sphere his failures were innumerable

because he was so unfamiliar with operations

on such a large scale and with business done

under the conditions imposed upon those who
act for the community and not for themselves.
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When that type took upon itself the control

of policy it was a failure. In the House of

Commons, it was a failure. I believe that

nearly every business expedient for protecting

the country against waste and exploitation and

for organising the necessary supply of both

military and civil material, was devised and

suggested to begin with by men accustomed to

the working of governmental machinery. In

all the practical working of the business side

of the war the civil servant had no cause to

bow to the superior ability of the trained business

man. This is not written to depreciate the

business man in any way, but to point out that

the qualities, the mind, the genius required for

the business of government are quite different

from those required for the working of private

trade and commerce. A Cabinet of commercial

men who had no qualities except those upon

which they drew in building up their private

business, would soon get the House of Commons
into disorder, could not carry out their policy,

would speedily become discredited, and when

they had gone through that bitter experience

could return to their old business affairs and find

that they could conduct them as successfully

as ever. Nevertheless, the demand for a
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business-like government is sound, and the

experience and training given by Co-operative

management is much more akin to that required

for government—both resting on democratic con-

trol and on an enfranchised trade membership

—

than is supplied by the arbitrary conduct of

private business.

I have argued that the Labour Party can

supply both the ideas and the experience, both

the policy and the men, required for good

government. I do not believe in a class govern-

ment, however. It would only be for evil if

we set this apprenticeship or that as necessary

to be served by those upon whom we are to

impose the responsibilities of statesmanship.

To mark of! any one royal road to leadership

in public affairs would, I believe, end in disaster.

We need to enlist all good abilities and experi-

ences. I have, therefore confined myself to

the establishment of this proposition : That

the elements composing the Labour Party and

the organisations which go to the making of it

contain in themselves abilities, knowledge and

experiences essential to any government ask-

ing for the confidence of the country in these

times.

I repeat the warning that the business of
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government has changed and that the training

appropriate for it must be changed also. Our
governing families used to bring up sons to

hold office. Then that died out. The electorate

changed. Now, the ability to make an effec-

tive platform appearance is the supreme test

of the ability to govern. Mingled with a

reputation for something which is pleasing to

the popular mind, with success in Parliamentary

debating, and with the surviving freemasonry

of the governing caste, it forms a Cabinet. The

result is found in Europe to-day. The task of

this generation, and probably many to come,

is to discover how the true qualities of statesman-

ship can be combined with the requisites of

popular political leadership, and there is no

combination existing to-day which represents

so well as does the Labour Party the kind of

training and interest which should yield what is

wanted. Trade Unions, the Co-operative move-

ment and the democratically minded intelli-

gentsia—from these the statesmen of '' the

world made new after the war " are most likely

to come.

In the next chapter I shall continue the

argument, approaching the problem, however,

not in its general and fundamental aspects but
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considering the nature of ability and capacity

required to control some of the most typical

Departments of Government.



CHAPTER VII

A LABOUR CABINET. I

The work of government falls into two great

sections—legislation and administration. The

former is determined by political opinion and

the will power behind it, by what the party in

office believes and by how strongly it believes it.

The latter depends upon knowledge and also

again upon will, the knowledge being largely

supplied by the permanent Civil Service and

the will by both the Government and its staff.

Therefore in assigning offices, a Prime Minister

whose hands are free will fit his colleagues into

the Departments where their interests and

experience will be most valuable and have the

greatest driving force. It is often assumed,

however, that there are some offices requiring

a technical skill or a peculiar ability which a

Labour Government cannot command, and the

Departments of Law and of Foreign Affairs are

usually given as cases in point.
122 ,
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The supposed diflSiculty about the Law Offices

proceeds upon a mistake regarding the compo-

sition of the Party. The Labour Party has now-

associated with it lawyers whose status is as

good as that of those who have been appointed

to those offices by other Parties. A recent

appointment to the great historical office of

Lord Chancellor shows that whoever j&lls it

need not necessarily be a great or a dignified

lawyer, a wise or very upright politician, a

sensible man or a law-abiding citizen. It would

certainly be the easiest thing in the world for

the Labour Party, were the responsibility for

governing thrust upon it, to fill these legal

offices with competent men. But even were

that not so, these offices are run by a legal

Civil Service and, as the rescuing of Parties from

lawyers who use constituencies to advance

their personal ends is a much needed reform,

neither the country nor the Party would suffer

if a Labour Government were compelled to

reconsider the present methods of obtaining

legal advice./- There is perhaps no department

in public life that requires a more thorough

overhauling, both in its own and the community's

interest, than the bar in relation to politics.

The Foreign Office raises questions somewhat
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akin to those raised by the legal offices, and

needs the same thorough overhauling as they do.

It has managed to draw itself apart from the

life of the country and has surrounded itself

with a magic which warns ofi the ordinary man
from its precincts. When Civil Service appoint-

ments were thrown open to public competition,

the Foreign Office was preserved to patronage
;

when our State opened its administrative doors

to brains wherever they were to be found,

the Foreign Office remained barred to all except

those whose parents could give them a subsidy

of ;f400 a year ; when public business, thanks to

the Liberal regime, became a public affair and

the country was being taught that national

interests were not served by the agreements of

governing cliques bound together so that they

had to praise each others virtues however

meagre and cover up each others mistakes

however ample, but by free discussion of

independent men equipped by knowledge put

at their disposal and holding different views

of national policy, which presumably they do

honestly—when this contribution to the art of

government was being made, the Foreign Office

again succeeded in exempting itself from open

windows and fresh air. The plausible but
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pernicious theory of the *' continuity of Foreign

Policy " was artfully preached, nominally as a

condition of national security, but really as a

means of continuing bureaucratic and class

predominance in our foreign relationships and of

maintaining appointments and promotions by

intrigue (largely controlled by certain clerical

influences) in a way which is no secret to those

familiar with Whitehall life. At point after

point the religious ceremony of taboo has been

performed in the interests of the Foreign Office.

The inevitable results have followed. The
British people are the worst instructed in foreign

affairs of any great people in the wide world ; the

debates on foreign affairs in the House of Com-
mons are, with the exception of those in the old

Reichstag, the most perfunctory, the least well

informed and the least important of the similar

debates in the representative chambers of Powers

of any consequence ; the British Parliament has

had as much influence on foreign developments

during the last generation as the States of the

Island of Jersey ; no one who is taking an

intelligent interest in foreign questions can

get the necessary material in English papers
;

the Foreign Office has become more and more

the centre of a life absolutely artificial in its
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methods, its ceremonies, its views of the govern-

ment and life of States. It turned up its

nose at British commercial interests, and re-

garded them as Rob Roy did the shopkeeping

pursuits of Baillie Nicol Jarvie. When the war

broke out, it did not know enough about our

foreign commercial houses to protect itself

against being made use of. A simply told story

of the Foreign Office, its mind and methods,

would be in relation to modern government what

the gaudily liveried beefeaters of the Tower

are to the modern policeman. The points

at which it comes in contact with other States

are the Embassy Ball and the Court function

on the one hand, and the haunts of the spy and

the scoundrel on the other. This artificiality

has produced a bitter fruit. It has demanded

as essential to its continuance not only secrecy

but deceit, and it has received sanction for both

in abundant measure. In no other class of

State transactions have the sacred rites of

honour and just dealing been more consciously,

and almost on principle, violated them in this.

Thus a vast complex of unstable erections by

agreement, understanding, treaty, pledge and

semi-pledge has been set up upon the mainten-

ance of which the peace of nations has depended.
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but regarding them nations have known no

more than unborn babes. This combination of

disease, antiquity, deceit practiced on the nations

and with the nations behind it and innocently-

involved in it, could only end in collapse. It

has become a bye-word in political wisdom

that policy determines armaments. A system

so artificial and so insecure in its diplomatic

structure, makes inevitable the preparation of

force as a reserve to which resort may be had

at any moment. Given the existing conditions

of diplomacy, its secrecy and the world of risks

and uncertainties which it creates, and no nation

can wisely hang the sword to rust on its walls.

Force is its reality. It plays its great games,

masquerades in its grand ceremonies, studies

its correct demeanours, and when the powers

behind it are mature, its own work sweeps it ofE

the stage and, after an instant of darkness, the

lights are turned up upon marching armies.

If the war is to do a particle of good to Europe,

it must destroy the one reason for the continu-

ance of the old methods of Foreign Offices.

Foreign Ofl&ces have been run to keep Courts

and not peoples in contact with each other.

They have belonged to the mechanism of

autocracy not to that of democracy ; they

9
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have gone on the assumption that neither

peoples nor Parliaments were of much account*

Monarchs, ambassadors, Foreign Secretaries

—

these were the real rulers of mankind. If the

new after-the-war world has been taught any-

thing by the terrible years of war, and if it is

wise, it will end all that. It will make foreign

affairs as open to public opinion as home affairs.

The idea that in the official relations and

discussions of nations there is something which

makes autocracy and secrecy the condition of

wisdom and safety is a pure myth. It is one of

those things that pass as spurious coin into

proverbial currency. People get accustomed to

it, never think about it or examine it critically,

and, absurd and dangerous though it may be,

it is protected by habit. Now, with the passing

of the Czar and the Kaiser and with the break up

of great military states in Central Europe and

the creation of many democracies in their stead,

both the spirit and the methods of diplomacy

must change. The nation now requires that

someone with a stout besom and a strong arm

shall take possession of the Foreign Office.

But only for a brief year or so are we to have

a chance to make the change. Once the old

evil methods are started, we are in their toils.
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There will always be weighty reasons for

continuing them. Change will be increasingly

difficult and dangerous.

When democracy treats with democracy, the

Foreign Secretary must be a man who under-

stands the nations with which he has to deal.

The nations for and with which he acts must be

living things with a public opinion in control.

Public opinion must be his safety both at home
and abroad. As a constitutional monarch lives,

so to speak, with his Parliament, so a Foreign

Secretary ought to live with the nations. His

wisdom is to publish much and conceal little,

to inform fully and keep no one in ignorance.

Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel clear

to the world. Every military genius has

emphasised the necessity of directing in time

of war an offensive against the public opinion

as well as against the armies of enemy countries.

Such an offensive is still more necessary in times

of peace. The sound and the just policy needs

the support of opinion, the doubtful one needs

its criticism, the bad one needs its correction.

Peace and goodwill are maintained in the forum

not in the arsenal ; they belong to the mind
of people not to the treaties hidden away in

archives. This is all the more necessary when
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we are dealing with a great number of small

states in the governments and Parliaments of

which there is a considerable proportion of

working class leaders. It is the easiest thing in

the world to use the rivalries and the ambitions

of these States for forming unstable balances and

groups, and to mislead them in their develop-

ment by re-establishing in their Foreign Offices

the same autocracy that has been cast out from

their thrones and by nurturing in their embassies

the intrigues that have been assailed in their

capital cities. If this is allowed, nationality

will be a curse and not a blessing in the future.

The time has come for treating foreign affairs

as ordinary parts of our national life, for pursuing

a policy of open frankness regarding them, and

for compelling the people to assume responsi-

bility for their relations with their neighbours.

With this in mind I can turn to give an answer

to the question : What qualifications has the

Labour Party for conducting Foreign Affairs ?

The Labour Party has many foreign contacts

just at the most important points both politi-

cal and industrial. The Trade Union move-

ment has now built up a far reaching Inter-

national organisation. The miners have had

regular International conferences since 1890
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and have resumed them since the war, the

Transport workers since 1898, the Textile workers

since 1893.* In 1888 the British Trade Unions

summoned a General Trade Union International

Conference, and in 1901 an International

Secretariat was formed. On its purely political

side the Party's International contact is even

better. Since 1904, it has been affiliated to the

International Socialist Congress and was repre-

sented by delegates at Amsterdam (1904),

Stuttgart (1907) and Copenhagen (1910), and

would have been at Vienna in 1914 but the war

came. The contact is kept up by correspond-

ence, frequent personal consultations and visits.

In these gatherings our Labour leaders meet

the leaders of the world democracy, for not from

the Continent only but from wherever there is a

movement of Socialism and Labour, delegates

come to these Congresses. On their committees

world affairs are discussed, in their salons

friendships are made and a knowledge of the

most active spirits in the Old and New Worlds

acquired, at innumerable private meetings

information is exchanged. Thus, at one of

these Congresses held at Berne in February,

• In the "Labour Yenr lk>ok : 1916" a list of 5i international Trade
Union »e<Tctariat8 is (fiven.
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1919, the leaders of every Continental democratic

movement, both in the old States and the new,

met ; those who had just been foes and those

who had been allies, the vanquished and the

victor, the race long oppressed and now free

and the race that had been its oppressor. In

the course of a brief week, the members of the

various commissions at Berne saw more of the

men who are responsible for leadership in

Europe, got more intimate information as to

the condition of affairs amongst the nations,

went more thoroughly into territorial questions,

and had eot on to far sounder lines of treatment

than '*
all the King's horses and all the King's

men " with their entourage, their paraphanalia,

their extravagance that for a year made the

Hotel Majestic a sorry joke and Paris a heartless

farce sinking into a melancholy tragedy.

This suggests how Foreign Policy ought to be

conducted in the future. The ideal Foreign

Secretary must be in touch with the democratic

movements abroad, must have a personal know-

ledge of their leaders, their influence, their

strength and their weakness, must understand

the peoples with whom he has to deal. And it

would be a great advantage if he were known
himself—if he were not merely a familiar name
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but a familiar person. He must represent not

merely the rivalries and conflicting ambitions

of his nation but its neighbourliness, its desire

to co-operate, its international spirit. He must

be known as a man of two qualities, one who
is not to be imposed upon and one who does not

wish to impose upon anyone else, a keeper of his

national honour and interest and an apostle

of international goodwill. In such men, the

Labour Party is far richer than any other Party.

On its list of possible representatives in Parlia-

ment are two or three such men for every one

found on the combined lists of the other Parties.

To people who know nothing whatever about

the Labour personnel, and who, even at this late

hour, imagine it to be a set of rude and crude,

unlettered and ignorant workmen, the claim

seems to be the height of absurdity, but it is

true nevertheless, that owing to the international

contacts of Labour, its leaders have a wider

foreign acquaintance in political circles and a

more accurate knowledge of foreign political

movements than those of any other Party.

Labour is best fitted to lay the foundations of

that policy which will send disputes into courts

and not battlefields, which will give the League

of Nations a chance of operating, which will
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bring disarmament into the sphere of practical

politics, and which will end for ever the dangers

and the unrealities of the old diplomacy.

With Foreign Affairs I group the two Depart-

ments of Defence—the Army and the Navy.

The conditions of these Departments obviously

depend upon what is happening in world policy.

They follow the successes or failures of states-

manship. The Paris Peace policy means

unsettlement and war, and war means an army
and navy. Whatever one's wishes may be

that sequence cannot be avoided. The mere

peace sentimentalist is not a pacifist at all, but

a person who will not face unpleasant issues.

The only way to remove the necessity for an

organisation of force is to remove the causes

of war.

The danger to-day is that these Defence

Departments may control political policy—or,

in other words, that their political heads may
use them for political ends. The present policy

of the Allies in Europe is the product of this

dominating influence ; it was this that imposed

upon us a Russian policy which brought defeat

and humiliation upon us. The political activities

of those Departments can make them in-

dispensable. They light the flames against
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which they are supposed to be an insurance
;

they create the troubles against which they are

to defend us. A necessary quality of the heads

of these Departments is therefore that they

should follow policy and not make it, that their

hearts should be purged of Napoleonic ideas of

their function, and their minds cleared of the

taint of a belief in the Military State as opposed

to the Civil State.* Their duty is to use

economically and efiectively both money and

brains, to uproot caste wherever it is found

hampering their work, to turn their machine

into a business like affair.

Again, the material available for this change

is to be found certainly as well in the Labour

Party as in any other. The Party includes

amongst its candidates not only men who held

high staff appointments and know the whole

Army and Navy machine intimately, but it also

commands the allegiance of a multitude of those

• The flroiu-ral policy wliirh thc.-.e brief sentences on the function of the
political head of the War Ofllcc and Admiralty indicate, is not tJie casual
thought of a LalK>ur politician, but a conclusion to whiih most people have
come who have pondiTcd over the relation between these Departments, the
ForeiKn Office and the Cabinet, In^twcen military preparations and military
need, between the iK)litical head and his te«'hriiial mi'itary cxpiTts. The
conclusion is shared by both mibtary and tx^litical writers, and is expounded
with Rfeat lucidity l>y Clausewitz himself. It is a profoiuid pity that the
carelessness and sul)servience of Tarliamcnt has not yet enforiMl it upon
Ministers. To-day, there is cood reason for believinR that the Committee
of Imperial Defence has more to say on foreign policy than the Cabinet
itself.
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men who fought with intelligence, who now

understand the Army and Navy out and in,

who have their minds clearly made up as to the

function of Defence Forces in a State, and who

in the work of reorganisation have an invaluable

experience both in the training and the handling

of forces and in the organisation which knits

the whole system together. That experience

and those ideas ought to be fruitful. If we

cannot now readjust defence to civil policy

before old habits return and fix their roots again

in the Admiralty and War Office, we run grave

risks of not being able to do so until the next

war gives our children another opportunity of

being wise. The type of man I have described

either at the head of those Departments or,

working out the policy I have outlined, as

Parliamentary Secretaries is our only guarantee

that the nation is not to pass under the control

of its military organisation and that that

organisation is not to be stupid and inefficient.



CHAPTER VIII

A LABOUR CABINET. II

In strictly domestic afEairs there is perhaps less

disposition to question the ministerial resources

of the Labour Party. Labour's great strength

in men who have mastered all the details of

Local Government and who by practical

experience know what powers it needs in order

to become efficient, and what supervision it

requires in order to be kept alive, provides it

with a specially well equipped staff of Parlia-

mentary representatives to man Departments

like Public Health and the Home Office ; its

educationalists (men actively engaged in the

Workers' Education Association for instance)

who from personal experience know the problems

of working class education, would do more for

public instruction than the most competent

man who has acquired the habits of a university

and who cannot help regarding elementary and
»37
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secondary education from the purely university

point of view. The Labour educationalist who
has been spending years trying to interest his

people in education and his country in a truly

educational programme smiled, partly with

satisfaction but largely with amusement, when
he heard the chorus of welcome with which the

Education Bill of 1917 was greeted as a great

educational advance. Whatever we may think

of Russia and its Bolshevist government, it,

owing solely to the influences and minds which

Labour can command wherever it rules, has

done more in twenty months to organise

education, to free it from false and futile notions,

and to join with it all the elements of art and

learning, taste and knowledge that go to make
true culture, than this country has done for

twenty years or will do for the next twenty

on present lines. If the real improvement

in education which have marked recent

years were catalogued, most of them like baths,

open-air schools, medical attendance, the feeding

of underfed children, the proper training of

teachers, and the changes in curriculum which

have been aimed at the cultivation of the pupil's

mind rather than the loading and paralysing

of his intelligence by book reading and memoris-
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ing, would be found to have been advocated in

the first place by Labour representatives.

The same freshness of idea and experience

can be brought by the Labour Party into the

Commercial and Labour Departments. At

present these are in infant stages because no

Party which has hitherto controlled them has a

definite conception of what the relations between

the State and Trade and Labour ought to be.

Begun chiefly as recording offices (a very worthy

object) they are at present concerned with the

detailed administration of certain industrial

laws and orders. Only recently has the Board of

Trade seen that by promoting exhibitions can

the State promote trade and enliven produc-

tion.

A Labour Government at the Board of Trade

would promote international commerce by

keeping in contact with the great democratic

channels of exchange like the Co-operative

movement ; it would study markets and be

familiar with everything done both at home
and abroad relating to production and trade

;

it would treat the question of national and

international commerce as one requiring scientific

research. It would promote conferences both

national and international. It would command
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the services and the support of the new gener-

ation of business men who are at last aware

that the organisation of commerce requires

brains and science just as much as the manage-

ment of our most technical production. The
view that there is something antagonistic

between the work of an efficient Board of Trade

and a Labour Government is a remnant of the

bad times, which I hope are now passing, when,

in a disorganised Society, workmen were taught

to consider that their interests began and ended

with their day's labour. The truth is, that it

would be the special pride of a competent

Labour President of the Board of Trade to lift

up this Department from the inferior status

which it has hitherto been content to occupy,

and give to it the importance which belongs to

it as representing those social and economic

functions which supply life blood to Society.

The same spirit and idea will re-create the

Labour Ministry. It is hard to forgive the

Labour members of the Government who
accepted for themselves and foisted upon Parlia-

ment the miserable apology for a Labour

Department which was created in 1917. It

was one of those niggardly things which not

only show how Labour is regarded by all
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Governments, but how Labour too often regards

itself.

One of the most pressing of the problems in

social relationship which must be settled now
is the position of Labour in the industrial

community. Regarded as a section apart,

with which negotiations have to be conducted

and bargains struck, Labour and the community
will never be at peace. So long as a Govern-

ment, unpopular with and distrusted by organ-

ised labour, acts as though it were the

community, so long as the public keep in the

habit of assuming that the disagreements

between Labour and such a Government are in

reality disagreements between Labour and the

community (which they are not), so long as

Labour is taught, by an almost imperceptible

mental process, to confound capitalism with

the community and to take up the same attitude

to the community as it quite properly took up
to capitalists, there is no prospect in front of us

but strife.

An understanding of the present position is

necessary because it explains much of the

Labour trouble we have had for the past few

years. Labour disputes had become matters

which, especially when they broke out in such
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essential industries as mining and railway

service, so affected the whole community that

somebody representing the community had to

take cognisance of them. Two things happened.

The House of Commons discussed them, brought

pressure to bear on both sides to settle them,

and itself acted by legislation. How far we
have gone on this road can best be seen if we
compare the inactivity of Parliament during the

prolonged Miners' Strike of 1893, and its activity

during the next great Strike of 1912. The other

thing which happened was that a department

was added to the Board of Trade to adjudicate

on Trade disputes. Thus both Capital and
Labour knows that if it enters upon a dispute,

it can bring pressure to bear upon a third party

to step in and influence the issue. Now, I hold

that a great strike is such a serious thing that

the community cannot remain indifferent to it,

but our attempts to devise the form in which

the community should show its concern have

not been very successful hitherto! The Austral-

asian experience of industrial conciliation and

arbitration shows that the presence of this

third party for the purpose of settlement

encourages rather than discourages disputes,

and that Labour disputes like national disputes
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can be avoided not by creating a machinery for

their settlement but by removing their causes.

When dispute after dispute is ended by the

resourceful compromises of a Prime Minister

or a Government official, no real settlement has

been reached. All that has happened is that

the trouble has been quieted to-day to become
wider awake to-morrow. That method, in-

variably pursued during these past troublous

years, has increased unrest and has been a

great disservice both to the community and to

Labour.

We must tackle this problem at an altogether

different point and with an altogether different

conception of its meaning and character. This

is where a Labour head of the Labour Ministry

will be of such value. We have first of all to

cease, both in our language and our thought,

giving the impression that organised labour and

the community are in antagonism, and this can

be done by the Labour Ministry adopting a

policy and an attitude which convinces Labour

that it is at last in a really responsible partner-

ship as part of the community. The Labour

Ministry will then become possessed of full

knowledge of why conflicts are arising, and its

advice regarding them will be held in respect

lO
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by organised Labour. It will be Labour acting,

not in a sectional, but in a communal way, and

if sectional Labour will not listen, then the

public will be fully justified in regarding the

dispute as being between the labour concerned

and the rest of the community. Then we shall

know where we are. Labour at the Labour

Ministry will be a guarantee to Labour that its

interests in the community are being safe-

guarded and, at the same time, a guarantee to

the community that its interests are being fairly

treated. It is the spirit that is wrong to-day,

and we shall never get into the right spirit until

we have some open demonstration that old

jealousies need not be harboured because old

injustices need not be continued.

The treatment of such matters as unemploy-

ment by a Labour Government will have the

double advantage of being in the hands of men
who know by experience what they mean, and

men who are responsible not only for describing

them—the limit of mere agitation—but for

fitting them into administrative and financial

schemes. Society is always badly served when

classes with grievances have no direct voice in

government ; it is badly served when the leaders

of these classes remain in the position of critics
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only ; it is badly served when these grievances

are taken up by political parties whose sole

intention is to clap a salve and a poultice on

them and, like a quack doctor, pocket a fee

and quieten the patient with expectation ; it is

badly served when men from the classes in

trouble join governments to accommodate
themselves to official stvles and habits ; it is

only well served when it employs the best

experience to give it an honest diagnosis of its

diseases and when it imposes responsibilities

upon those whose knowledge of its ills is most

complete.

One Department still demands consideration

as it is not covered by anything written above.

I mean the Exchequer. At first sight, this is

one of the offices that Labour will find most

difficulty in filling, but that is only the case

because on first thoughts Labour appears to

be nothing but a group of men with no experience

except what can be acquired in factories,

workshops, mines. Trade Union offices and such

places. I must remind my readers that that

is not so and that the Labour Party can draw
for its Ministers upon as wide a field of ability

and training as any other Party.

The actual details of a Budget are the concern
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of Civil Servants rather than of a Chancellor of

the Exchequer. The characteristic work of the

Chancellor is to watch lest Departments are

spending uselessly and lest certain sides of

communal need are being starved by less

necessary expenditure upon other sides. When
Mr. Lloyd George's Parliamentary ambitions

made him, as Chancellor, crave for the popularity

of the head of a spending Department, he set a

precedent which, in the interests of the nation,

ought not to be repeated. As regards the

Budget, the Chancellor's special work is to

decide the principles upon which taxation

should be imposed and select the points where

it is to be borne.

No Party can tax scientifically unless it has

worked out a theory of the obligations of

property to the State or community and ex-

amined the effects of forms and weights of

taxation upon such matters as standards of life,

freedom of industry, use of capital, ultimate

taxpayers, and such like. Adam Smith did

that for this country when its revenue was

£10,000,000 per annum and the cost of a great

war was no more than £90,000,000. Then,

particularly in his comparison between French

and British taxation (a comparison that can
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still be made unfortunately), he pointed out

that there were good ways and bad ways of

securing revenue, and he remarked (and it is

well to remind ourselves of what he wrote) that

'^ When national dehts have once been accumu-

lated to a certain degree, there is scarce, I

believe, a single instance of their having been

fairly and completely paid. The liberation of

the public revenue, if it has ever been brought

about at all, has always been brought about by

a bankruptcy ; sometimes by an avowed one,

though frequently by a pretended payment.''

One form of pretended payment which trys to

conceal a bankruptcy is :

^^ Nations have sometimes adulterated the

standard of their coin ; that is, have mixed a

greater quantity of alloy in it."

He makes this further observation regarding

the eflect of such expedients :

" It occasions a general and most pernicious

subversion of the fortunes of j>rivnte p(^o])lf^:

(»nri(hin<j: in most cases the idle and profuse

debtor jit the ex])ens(» of the industrious and
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frugal creditor; and transporting a great part

of the national capital from the hands which

were likely to increase and improve it to those

who are likely to dissipate and destroy it.''

Before leaving Adam Smith one further remark

of his ought to be noted :

'' A creditor of the public, considered merely

as such, has no interest in the good condition

of any particular portion of land or in the good

management of any particular portion of capital

stock. . . . Its ruin . . . cannot directly

affect him.''

Wonderfully illuminating sentences to which

Mr. Chamberlain's attention might well be

drawn before he ventures to make another

speech on debt and taxation.

This is not the place to discuss the intricacies

of national finance, but whoever is interested in

the subject must be struck with the fact that

so much of the thinking done on it is inspired

by the spirit of the Labour Party.* The

Independent Labour Party was the first to

remind the country that so great a national

debt can be accumulated that it cannot be paid

* See, for instance, J A Hobson's " Taxation in the New State."
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by a Sinking Fund raised from income, and

since then the thesis has been amplified and

enforced. Payment from income must be sup-

plemented by one or other of the expedients

indicated by Adam Smith to cover up bank-

ruptcy by tricks, which make a country pay

dear and oppress unjustly the most industrious

and weakest sections of the community ; it

must mean Budgets so colossal that consider-

ations of sound finance have to be subordinated

to the necessity of raising certain sums* ; it

must impose in times of peace, and for many
years, taxation which will inflate prices, hamper
industry and private economy, and baffle the

mind and destroy the good temper of Society

trying in vain to overtake prices by constant

spurts of income. Again I turn to Adam
Smith :

• Such a Bud>?ct is that of this year (IWO). Its total Ls so great that

attemptii to distribute it equitably are defied. In searching for income the

Chancellor has had to put his hands upon it wherever he could find cash.

The balance between direct and indirect taxes has had to be abandoned

;

economic considerations as to how to tax in such a way that the incomes

directly dealt with could not shift the tax on to other incomes to the

detriment of Society could not he taken into account; extravasrance and
profltcerinp have had to be encouragetl in order that the Treasury mitrht

share in exploitation; in important respects millionaires and nee<!y iK>ople

have had to lie bunleticd equally because their savings are in the same
pool and a raid has h.ul to he made upon the pool as a whole in order

to brinjr l)oth sides of the State accounts into somethinjr like a deiHMit

relationship; capital has had to Ik* treated as income in order to conceal

tlic fact that it is only possible to make ends meet by fresh borrowinu.
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^^ After all the proper subjects of taxation

have been exhausted, if the exigencies of the

State still continue to require new taxes, they

must be imposed upon improper ones.''

To apply Adam Smith's reasoning to our

financial condition to-day I should put it thus :

*' After all the sound methods of taxation have

been exhausted and the Budget still shows a

deficit, unsound methods must be resorted to."

Appearances indicate a prolonged continuance

of stressful financial conditions and give no

hope that unsound methods can be departed

from in a hurry. Nor do these unsound methods

promise success in meeting the difficulty ; they

only aggravate it. They are to make a bank-

ruptcy all the more inevitable and render

ineffective the historical methods mentioned by

Adam Smith by which the nation virtually

repudiates part of its debt without undergoing

the moral disgrace and financial shock of doing

so openly. For, in so far as high prices are due

to a debased or inflated currency, and in so far

as the state of national indebtedness lowers the

price not only of Consols but of other securities,

a section of the people are actually submitting

to conscription of wealth imposed, however,
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unfairly and with no scientific precision. Mr.

Chamberlain's finance is penalising certain un-

fortunate classes of pioperty in the interest of

other classes.

The Labour Party regards the debt as a

problem separate from annual income because

to attempt to impose its burdens upon annual

income is to keep production under crushing

loads, to bar our goods from foreign markets,

and to keep individual incomes at such low

values in exchange that the least interruption in

the mechanism of production, the least depres-

sion in trade, will involve Society in grave risk

of serious disorder. When a private trading

company is overcapitalised it writes off the

capital which it cannot carry. At the present

moment, in view of the enormous national debt,

the figures at which private possessions stand

are all fictitious, and a result of maintaining

the fiction is that the financier is able to exact

an alarming proportion of national production,

to impose a ridiculous toll upon brains, labour

and capital used in production. Even if the

nation's production could afford it, there is

every reason in the world and in the text books

for putting an end to such a state of things.

But unless we are on the verge of some new
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and miraculous development in the means by

which production is increased, as we were at

the end of the eighteenth century, we cannot

afford it. The mere putting forth of more

labour energy will not be enough. If Labour

were to abandon all its conditions which seem

to be limitations, but most of which are in

reality economies in the long run, and work

for the next twenty years with the reckless

extravagance with which it threw itself into

war work, the terrible human deterioration

that would ensue would not bring financial

freedom to the State. We have to reduce that

debt.

This fact, seen so clearly by the Independent

Labour Party as early as 1915 and clung to so

persistently by the Labour Party ever since,

has at last to be recognised by all Parties, and

the feeble compromise of imposing a special

levy on war wealth has been adopted by

them.*

Whereas, however, the Labour Party deals

* This was written before Mr. Chamberlain abandoned the proposal. I let

it stand, however, as two contentions have not been withdrawn: that it

is desirable to reduce debt more drastically than by a Sinking Fimd and
that it would be just to impose a levy on certains forms of capital. The
proposal was supported by the Treasury and withdrawn upon the threats

of the interested parties.
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with the problem scientifically the other Parties

deal with it ''politically." To speak of war

wealth rouses prejudice. It undoubtedly

occupies a moral catagory by itself. The

nouveaux riches who have been created by the

war ought to be surrounded with a great measure

of contempt. But when we tax, that is not

how we select our victims. We have quite

properly put earned and unearned incomes into

different categories, but not incomes honourably

and dishonourably earned. We do not tax

bookmakers fifty per cent, and teachers ten,

and to begin this sort of differentiation now is

only to play down to ignorance and resort to

clap-trap. It is, moreover, one of those birds

that come home to roost.

There is no scientific distinction between

wealth made upon Government contracts during

the war and wealth made owing to the scarcity

of material since the war ; it is impossible to

draw a sufficiently accurate line between wealth

directly and wealth indirectly influenced in its

amount by the war ; it is as impossible to draw

war wealth from the general body of wealth

as it is to draw the waters of the Nile from the

Mediterranean at Alexandria, though the colour

they give to the sea is evident.
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Let us face obvious facts. The capital that

has been lost owing to the war still stands in

our private ledgers at old figures ; none of us

own what we try to maintain that we own,

and it is in the interest of everybody severally

and collectively that our figures should approx-

imate more nearly than they do to the actual

wealth which we command. Upon these

principles of honest and real finance the Labour

Party stands when it proposes to reduce debt

by conscripting wealth on a scale adjusted to

correspond with ability to pay.

This done, income, food and other forms of

taxation can be substantially reduced and

industry freed from oppressive charges. The

new generation will face the world compara-

tively free from the debts of the old and so be

able to adjust itself to its new circumstances.

In imposing its normal taxation, the Labour

Party will be guided by certain general principles

drawn from sound social economy and human
efficiency and need. Taxable income should be

reckoned after a fair average standard of life

has been provided for ; taxes should be imposed

so far as possible where they will remain and

not be transferred ; they should hamper in-

dustry to a minimum extent ; they should be
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placed heavily upon all socially created wealth

the best type of which is urban land values
;

they should also fall heavily on those categories

of wealth in the accumulation of which least

individual energy and ability are required and

in the holding of which least social wellbeing

is involved. In other words, taxes should

primarily rest upon what is in truth social

property and what are true surpluses in

individual property ; and, for what state income

is necessary beyond that, the impost should be

levied in strict accord with '' ability to pay."

Those piinciples made clear, the details of a

Budget are only a matter of careful selection

of methods and classification of things and
estates to which taxes may be attached.

I emphasise these things, because in national

finance clarity in principle and purpose is of

the utmost importance. Mr. Gladstone's genius

as a financier in Mid-Victorian times lay not,

strictly speaking, in his business ability in

compiling a Budget, but in his inheritance of

sound theory from the Liberal economists.

The Labour Party to-day is being endowed with

a similar inheritance, and if it had to provide

a Chancellor of the Exchequer to-morrow, the

bases of the income side of his Budget are
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already pigeon-holed for him to translate into a

scheme and figures.

The expenditure side of his Budget may give

him greater difficulties and he may have cause

to regret that his immediate predecessors have

departed from the sound maxim that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer is a financial

watch-dog over the expenditure of other Depart-

ments. His first business to-day would be to

cut down Whitehall expenditure and to lop off

many of the tentacles which it has thrust out

over the country. And he would do this

without adopting the outworn dictum that all

State expenditure is in its nature at best a

regrettable necessity, or that only that State

is blessed which has a small Budget. Only

that State is blessed whose Budget is profitable,

and the more profitable the Budget, the more

blessed the State.

In this respect, the great problem which

confronts a Labour Chancellor is to classifv

(it cannot be done but roughly and yet it is

necessary) the sources from which various

expenditures should come. These sources are

four in the main—family, locality, nation,

trade. Family expenditure means, for the

masses, wages ; local expenditure is found
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mainly from rates, national expenditure from

taxes, and trade expenditure from profits and

includes workmen's compensation, the employ-

ers' contributions to health insurance and such

charges. There is at present a strong tendency

to put more and more family, local and trade

charges upon the State, and this, a Labour

Chancellor should strenuously resist. Each of

the various functioning unities ought to have

its own economic basis. For instance, the

family income should be sufficient to meet all

the needs of children, and the trade income to

meet its obligation to workmen. The idea

of the benevolent State with unlimited resources

making good all deficiencies is most subversive

and can only be entertained when, owing to

some social disruption, citizenship is becoming

degraded.

It is foolish to try and set rigid limits to

State expenditure in terms of figures. Figures

mean nothing. But limits should be set in

principle. In the present condition of things

it is hard to apply these principles. Who, for

instance, would consider it wise to allow children

to go unfed because the charge for their feeding

ought to be a family charge ? The family

income is inadequate and children must not be
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undermined in physique. Such specific cases

put us on the horns of the dilemma of principle

and necessity, and we are compelled to do the

necessary thing. But in doing it we should

admit that it is a bad thing and be sleeplessly

vigilant lest temporary necessity transforms

itself into a steady policy. Of several valuable

services which a Labour Chancellor of the

Exchequer can render to his nation, I can

conceive of none greater than the laying down
of certain broad lines (not as rigid dogmas but as

guiding influences) limiting the financial re-

sponsibilities of the State in relation to the

family, the local governing area and the trade

or profession. If that is not done, national

finance will become more and more chaotic

and its administration more and more unsound,

whilst the essential social groups, associations

and functions will become more and more

parasitic in fact and in thought, and will lose

their sense of economic independence. If any-

one treats that lightly I profoundly disagree

with him.

On the other hand, if the Labour Chancellor

takes the line I am indicating, he will, by

exposing the economic responsibility of these

groups, make it clear where reform in the
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distribution of wealth is required, what social

functions are being starved, what rendered

parasitic, where are the springs of the deadening

poisons of carelessness and loss of self respect

from which Society now suffers so much.

II



CHAPTER IX

A PROGRAMME

My task of explaining what the Labour Party-

is and what is the nature of its mind and its

vision draws to a close, and little remains to be

done except to supplement and point what I

have written by saying something of its immedi-

ate programme, although indeed that has been

a minor thought in connection with this book.

Take care of the pounds and the pence will

take care of themselves is a better proverb than

the similar one that is in current use. I have

been taking care of the pounds. Programmes

are meaningless unless in relation to some

conception of Society and the State. An
election address consisting of a programme is

generally the least effective part of a candidate's

equipment. True, the people want to know
where he stands on this and that topic of the

hour, Free Trade, Conscription of Wealth and
i6o
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such like, but much more do they, ii they

are wise, want to know the political group with

which he associates and his own general outlook,

together with the equipment of mind and

character which he wishes to place at their

disposal. Knowing these more general and

fundamental things, they can take the items of

his programme pretty much on trust, for at

best they change with the tides of the day and

their relative value is always in a state of flux.

Let us see, however, supposing there was a

Labour Government in office to-morrow, what

sort of King's Speech would it produce.

It would begin with foreign affairs, not only

because such is the precedent, but because they

are of the first importance at the moment. A
Labour King's Speech would ** regret " the con-

dition in which the war has left Europe, the

failure of the work done since the armistice,

our Russian policy, the blockade, and particu-

larly the parlous position of the League of

Nations. It would announce its desire to bring

our late enemies into the League and to enable

the League to reconsider its own constitution,

so that it become a Council of Peoples and not

merely an Executive of Governments. It would

refer to the League questions arising out of the
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Peace Treaty, some for revision and some for

advice. This would orientate its whole Foreign

policy on lines of open diplomacy, co-operative

effort, judicial proceedings, disarmament, and

it would carry out this policy step by step in

conjunction with other nations and gathering

to its aid public opinion.

The speech would go on to deal with finance
;

and the problem of finance is debt. This it

would diminish to compassable limits by a levy

on wealth, and would reduce taxation accord-

ingly. This would make prices fall and enable

us to reduce taxation beginning with indirect

imposts. A Funded Debt, a steady with-

drawal of superfluous currency and pressure

against the issue by the banks of extravagant

credit would augment that movement, and make

possible a policy of further reduction of debt from

income. Rigid departmental economies would

be pursued, the rival flights of profits and wages

would be stopped, and the country would find

equilibrium without going through the catas-

trophe which is so commonly taken for granted.

It would base its policy of domestic reform

on the land. The scientific development of

agriculture, the planting of people on the soil,

the development of the village, would be at once
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set about, national and local effort being co-

ordinated for that purpose. It would see that

rent, which is a social product, goes to enrich

society and not to keep a class, and the increased

income of labour would be made a reason for

improving the quality of consumption and the

beauty of life, and thus give opportunity for

maintaining many of those small *' peasant
"

and hand industries which alone can surround

people with individuality and distinction.

Individual production can be crushed out by

mechanical factory production only in a poverty-

stricken community where the exigencies of

price are so great that the desire for happiness

in use cannot be considered. The machine and

the hand will then be brought into proper

relationship.

Such matters as housing and education would

be properly dealt with. As regards the first,

the policy of dole would be resorted to only as

a last resource because though forced upon us

by present exigencies, its evils are serious

and tend like weeds to perpetuate themselves

and spread. It would therefore tackle directly

the costs of building material and would reduce

them, and with them it would build houses of

a higher standard than those that are at present
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being built, designed and fitted up for the

purpose of reducing labour to a minimum. It

would thus intentionally create a new standard

of demand and deliberately compel in time the

reconstruction of existing houses. The process

can not be finished in a day or in the life of a

Parliament, but it would be begun and would

go on by its own momentum. In doing this it

would encourage direct labour, especially labour

organised to be its own employers.

Education would be controlled and inspired

for the first time in our history by capable men

who have come through the ordinary elementary

school and not by the university-made bureau-

crat. Education can thus become education

and not an expensive education machine. Its

spirit should be suffused throughout by art, by

culture, by individuality, by reality, and the

opposition between the school and real life,

from which we suffer so much to-day, and is at

once the product and the cause of so much

English class snobbishness, would tend to dis-

appear. The Education Department would

become less of an office and more of an inspiring

centre than ever it has been.

A Labour Government will not be fully

satisfied with Parliament as it exists to-day.
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As I have indicated, Parliament has got out of

touch with the life of the country and the

machinery of election and representation which

produces a government is not up to date. An
early intimation would be made that the Cabinet

is to give the House of Commons more freedom

in expressing its views and, therefore, more

responsibility for the government of the country.

Instead of the House of Commons being as it is

now a mere crowd of seven hundred members

of whom not much more than a score know what is

going on or have any influence upon either

administration or legislation, the remainder

being only talkers or voters obedient to govern-

ment whips, it would be turned into a body of

representatives grouped so as to assist depart-

ments, possessed of information which would

make their advice valuable, and enfranchised as

members of a legislative and administrative

body. The government would therefore decline

to treat every division as a vote of confidence or

censure and would take its stand upon general

policy and programme essentials upon which it

must have a majority, but it would allow the

House to express an unfettered judgment on

details. Thus, by increasing the efficiency of

Parliament and the responsibility of the private
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Member, the Labour Government would restore

to the House of Commons some of that dignity

and respect which it has lost and of which it is

in such sad need. Parliament would have work

and not only talking to do. Something more,

however, is required, and a Labour Government

should appoint a really able Commission to

enquire into and report upon the powers of

local governing bodies in relation to Parliament,

and the working of our present system of

constituencies in relation to representative

government and democratic control. A thorough

examination of our representative system is now
absolutely necessary, and it ought to be under-

taken by a Government that feels its short-

comings, but is too wise to rush into remedies

without an exploration of the whole subject.

This is pre-eminently work that should be done

first of all by a Commission of the ablest men
who can be brought together. We cannot

possibly go on under Parliaments that are not

representative, trusting to General Elections

during which real national issues are not dis-

cussed or, if they are, have little influence on

voting results. A continuation of the ostrich

policy of refusing to see the changed relations

between Parliament and the country and, in
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consequence, refusing to amend Parliamentary

practice and machinery, is to keep the governing

function of the nation divided on the one hand

into the official organ of Parliament, and on the

other, movements and associations formed from

time to time to force upon Parliament matters

about which it takes too lethargic an interest,

points of view of which it wishes to take no

cognisance because it has been elected upon
false issues, and policies upon which it and the

nation are at variance. A movement for

" Direct Action " is the measure of Parliament-

ary failure, not an indication of the growth of

anarchism. The existence of this division

between the ordinary political authority of

Parliament and the sporadic manifestation of

Direct Action indicates not a vigilance of

Democracy, but a failure of Democracy. It is

to lead to a disruption of the political State

and to conflicts which, though not conducted

by armed citizens, are virtually civil war.

That, a Labour Government would meet by

drastic improvement in Parliamentary pro-

cedure and organisation.

Meanwhile, the friction of nationality within

the Empire continues to produce more and more

difficult problems. Some of the rights claimed
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by nationalities are nothing but aggressive

badges of liberty and are not truly essential.

The war, however, has greatly multiplied the

danger of nationalist pride and vanity which,

if not sympathetically handled, will produce

disruptions for many years to come. Our own
Dominions are much more nations in 1920 than

they were in 1913. Ottawa is encouraged to

have an independent ambassador at Washington

;

Australia is to have an independent policy in

the Pacific. Unless these new developments,

which no man can check and no man should

try to check, can be fitted into a comprehensive

and efficient system of world peace, they will,

so soon as the world recovers from the exhaustion

and the troubles of the war, express themselves

in schemes of military defence, of diplomatic

intrigues and balance of power, in alliances and

counter alliances. The Imperial bond would

thus be broken and a permanent union give

place to temporary combinations.

At the same time, we have to deal with three

communities demanding freedom, one of which

Egypt, is in a special position. We Jiave given

it from time to time the most unequivocal

pledges that we had no intention of depriving

it of its independence, and, if honour has any
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significance, our honour bars the way to our

annexation of that country. We must be strong

enough and courageous enough to refrain from

doing on any pretext that which we should

condemn other nations for doing. We have

great Imperial interests in the Suez Canal, but

these interests require, not an exclusive, but a

general safeguard. It is the uninterrupted use

of the Canal that is required, and the way to

secure it is not to seize the sovereignty of the

people through whose territory it goes, but to

make its working an international concern

guaranteed by the combination which keeps

the world in peace. We could have no more

devoted friend in the world than Egypt if we

would allow Egypt to be independent. This

requires some courage as, when territory has

once been taken, a large number of vociferous

people consider that their honour and prestige

are bound up in the accomplished fact by what-

ever means the accomplishment has been secured.

There are always some dangerous minds that

cannot go back on any error. They would risk

dishonour and disaster first.

With India the matter is different. Its

claim is the modest one of self-government within

the Empire. The recent Government of India
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Act has been a step in this direction, and pledges

by a Labour Government that the Act is to be

worked in good spirit and its defects remedied

in good will, will help India on to the road of

calm and normal development inspired by its

own genius and culture.

Ireland is a problem of greater intricacy,

delicacy and difficulty. We have deliberately

thrown Ireland into hostility ; we have raised

in it the demons of contention ; -we have made
it a rebel pursuing the programme and the

methods of a rebel ; we have exorcised the

spirit of accommodation and co-operation, and

have to meet that of separation and independ-

ence. We are reaping the whirlwind because

we have sowed the wind. How ardently must

we wish that we could now bring back the

conditions of 1913 which the Unionist Party

destroyed with its threats of rebellion and its

methods of ** Bolshevism": how simple were the

issues then but for malicious interference : how
gladly would we now embrace the proposals

which the vast bulk of Ireland was then willing

to accept.

The Irish dilemma is only too plain. We
have either to coerce Ireland under a military

occupation and martial law with murder as a
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daily incident, or recognise its right of self-

determination with all that it may involve.

Undoubtedly, self determination is the proper

foundation for our policy. Its extreme ex-

pression in an independent Irish republic is an

issue that would not be welcomed by anyone

who wishes to see the harmonious development

of the relations between Ireland—including

Ulster—and ourselves. And yet, our only safe-

guard is to give Ireland liberty of choice. A
Constituent Assembly elected on the basis of

Proportional Representation so that no political

fury can crush out minorities and no sectional

majorities can deprive the finer shades of

opinion of representation, should be called to

consider and resolve upon the form of self-

government that Ireland really asks for. For

it is by no means clear at the moment when this

is being written that the majority of Irishmen

seek an independent republic. When Ireland

has been cheated and its Nationalist movement
smashed by the hands of the British Govern-

ment, of course Ireland runs to extremes, and

in a spirit of flintiness demands these extremes.

Whilst that condition of things lasts, Ireland

will be irreconcilable. The problem of the

Government which proposes to give to Ireland
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the right of choice through a National Con-

vention is how in the meanwhile it is to get

Ireland to see the serious gravity of its choice,

and secure such a decision as will offer a true ending

to the unhappy relations of the two countries.

The stumbling block is indeed the old un-

constitutional minority in Ulster, but the amount
of mischief that it can do will be substantially

limited by the attitude of Ulster labour, which

now is showing evidence that it is tired of being

made a political and rebellious catspaw by hostile

economic interests. The Ulster agitation at

the source of its initiation is indeed far more
economic than it is religious or political.

Scotland and Wales by right would receive

the same treatment as Ireland (it is a pity that

this must be written) has won by violence.

In all these questions of nationality with

their attending menace to the peace of the world

and to our own security as a nation, we have to

fall back upon the organisation of a League of

Nations, so strong in its representative character

and so dignified by its powers and respect that

questions of national defence sink into the

background of solved problems. Demands for

freedom which once would have meant, and at

the moment still mean, intolerable risk, will
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then mean more peace and security. This is

the critical moment when the world can protect

itself by arms or the lack of arms. By the

former, the protection will be apparent but not

real, by the latter it will be unassailable. The

moral and spiritual claims of nationality cannot

be fully recognised in a world under arms.

Until they are recognised, there can be no peace

and no security. In that dilemma the world

is to-day. Security by the League of Nations

with its possibilities of national freedom is in

declared enmity to security by arms with its

necessary political policy of holding nationalities

in bondage.

The Government would proceed at once to

the Nationalisation of mines, railways and the

supply of power, for in this it sees not only the

economic and harmonious working of these

essential industries but the beginning of the

moral union of the community. The Govern-

ment would at once set up, in connection with

these, appropriate systems of administration

which would forbid bureaucracy and secure

and encourage the free play of intelligence and

initiative in management on the lines I have

already indicated.

Somehow in this way it would begin its
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legislation. But the ojffices in Whitehall would

hum with a new industry. The administration

of Labour would be as new as its legislation. Its

influence, exerted in a thousand difierent ways,

would be to advance liberty, to set people on

their feet, to give Labour responsibility, to pro-

duce the citizen of robust mind and of faithful

service, to curb the powers that do injustice in

the State and that exploit and break men.

Thus it would launch its ship. If it failed to

arouse a keen interest in its voyage or if it

could not awaken a new and more intelligent

interest amongst the people in the great concerns

of the State and the world, it could not bring its

ship into port. But then the wreck would be

that of the hopes of mankind and the broken

spars that would be washed ashore would be

treasured by those who must in due time inspire

the deeds of men and lead them if moral and

intellectual progress is more than a vain dream.



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

The life of a Party is ideas ; it may be class

ideas or national ideas, narrow ideas or broad

ideas, but it is ideas. It must believe, if it is

a class Party, that it stands for something more

than the interests which it primarily serves. So

the Labour Party, like the Coalition Party or

the Liberal Party, may only be under the

delusion that it is a true National Party. If the

matter had to be left there, then indeed should

we be like men without faith, because as a

purely class Party the Labour Party will fail

and ought to fail. My trust that we have at

last reached solid foundations of a national

policy rests in this, that whereas the present

principles and outlook of Coalitionists and

Liberals cannot be regarded as anything but

class and are in their very nature incapable of

comprehending the interests of the great mass

of working people, the ideas of the Labour
175 12
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movement do comprehend the interests of all

classes that give service to the community.

The Labour Party as a machine may reject its

ideas or fail to embody them. Its Parliamentary

representation may be inadequate in personnel

and it may select as leaders (or submit to have

selected for it as leaders) men unequal to the

task. Should that happen, it will soon come to

naught and will sink to the position of a small

group which will have little influence in the

great issues of State. What I have written in

this book will still remain true, but will become
the possession of some other Party which will

know better than the Labour Party how to

pilot Society on its voyage to more desirable

places. The Independent Labour Party in

particular would again try its hand in gathering

together an opinion and a mass to become the

political custodians of the Great Industrial

Co-operative State. For, though bad Parties

may hamper good ideas, the ideas in the end

prevail and take upon themselves an appropriate

political body.

At this moment when so much that is old

has ended suddenly in catastrophe and dis-

illusionment, it may be that the very idea of

Party may appear to hamper the birth of the
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new. Men do not lightly cast off Party

traditions. Liberal Thirty-nine Articles are

subscribed to long after they are an outworn

creed, and so it is with other Parties. Parties

live after they are dead. Party government will

survive as a necessity long after our day and

generation. Men of common political aims will

come together and act together, and put up

with each other for the sake of common causes

and interests. They must do so. Wars are not

fought by soldiers, but by soldiers organised

—

not by individual prowess but by compre-

hensive plans in which all have a co-operative

part to play. Union is not only strength, it is

life.

The exigencies of elections—the quarrelling

of people who may nevertheless be in sub-

stantial agreement, the splitting of votes leading

to the election of minority representatives—may
indicate the desirability of coalitions and under-

standings, and the rigidity of the Labour Party

may therefore, for the time being, create some

awkward electoral situations. The Labour

Party is now, however, the second Party in the

nation, and it has a duty imposed upon it to

prevent the growth of traditions against it and,

in every constituency in the country, offer its
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candidates in order to create Labour supporters

everywhere. This duty the Party will neglect

at its peril. It may, and it does, support

changes in the law of elections, which will

prevent the return of candidates upon minority

votes, but it will not give up its duty to contest

everything which promises a support worth

recording. The duty of electors who believe

in it is to take courage and support it. If the

relative strength of Parties in Parliament

necessitates groupings in order to form govern-

ments, that problem must be faced when it

arises, but marriages of convenience in con-

stituencies for electoral purposes are, as a rule,

immoral, lower the spirit of public life, and

reduce politics to transactions made over a

counter. Our experience of a coalition for

elections ought to last us for a generation at

least. The Labour Party must fight its own
contests and appeal to the country for support

for its own ideas.

The growth of the Party and the way in

which the idea that it is in some special way a

menace to Society, has made large sections of

people flutter round that Will o' the Wisp, a

Party which in itself gathers up all the national

interests, all the opinions all the ideals that
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make for stability and progress. This is an

abortion of feeble politics. No Party contains

all the law and all the gospel. A Party may be

national in its aims but it does not thereby

monopolise the right to be the only National

Party. There are different angles of vision,

different philosophies of the State and the

community. The representative assembly must

be a place, not where opposing and different

groups have found an average or compromise

peace and truth, but where they meet each

other and progress proceeds from their clashing.

At the growing point of Society there is conflict

of minds, of groups, of proposals, of philosophies,

and the thrill of the conflict is life, clean vigorous

life ; whereas the absence of it is somnolence,

bureaucracy, public apathy. The idea of a

National Party is only our old enemy *' the

continuity of foreign policy '' in a new garb

and on a new stage. It receives hospitable

welcome only from stupid people. Parliament

becomes national in its representation by con-

taining within itself the advocates [of all

important and responsible schools of political

thought working in freedom, and not in bondage

to a compromise. Only those who have cause

to fear, really do fear discussion and the state-
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ment of a case, whereas those who truly believe

in the essential rightness of things are concerned

with providing that everything shall be discussed

and that people should have enough intelligence

to take part in contributing to the discovery of

truth and its accompanying wisdom.

j

If the Labour Party is to help the country

as it might, it must grip fast to its simplicity

• and directness. Government conducted in a

straightforward way by men whose minds,

though seeing the complexity of many problems

in their actions and reactions, are yet not of the

tortuous order, would mark a new stage in

democracy. The country needs reality in

legislation and would be blessed if the doors of

Parliament could be barred against demagogues

and triflers. A man who can look on (and

perhaps lend a hand) and with unruffled,

(perhaps even amused) mind behold great things

and institutions cheapened, is no friend of his

people. If Labour could give us a new Parlia-

mentary spirit and a new start in the manner

of conducting public affairs, much else can be

forgiven to it.

Throughout this book I have been trying to

get readers to look upon politics from a new

angle of vision and with a fresh mind. I close
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it with a reiteration of the conviction that we
must without delay discover new class alliances

and affinities, mainly because that is a moral

necessity, but also because economic changes

owing to the war have made it politically

necessary. We must think of a Society of

many economic and social functions but only of

one class—the useful class. We must begin to

work at that spiritual unity which class destroys.

Therefore we must understand each other. It

is not differences in thought and knowledge

that divide men, but differences in ignorance.

The old prejudice against Labour is baseless

—

baseless in idea and baseless in fact. Modern
tendencies crush the middle and professional

classes even more than they do Labour. The
rise of the Trust, the increase of taxation, the

weight of a- dead debt, the power of the financier,

the increase in watered industrial capital, the

raising of prices, rest with more crushing weight

upon the middle sections of Society than they

do upon the two ends. Social prejudice cannot

continue to make these burdens tolerable ; a

false gentility cannot make worry and oppression

acceptable. The war and its results call for a

new political and social mind, a new political

and social policy, a new political and social
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union. Our people must think more and their

thoughts must be turned to the hard and bare

facts of experience. They must revise their

opinions beginning at the beginning. Labour

and its leaders have been misrepresented to the

mass of newspaper readers, whose views upon

both are grotesque. People under the in-

spiration of fear or of ignorance may continue

to regard a great movement of the intelligence

and the moral nature of man as something vague

and terrible, something unjust and malicious,

and may go on expressing their ignorance and

their fear by the use of such terms as Bolshevist

and Bolshevism. That solves no problems and

majorities elected on that clap-trap give Society

no protection. That, indeed, creates Bolshevists

and Bolshevism by the recoil of baffled reason

against the granite bulwarks of ignorance.

None of the grandiose moral expectations of the

war harvest have been fulfilled. The world has

been left a prey to more bitterness between

classes and nations, more hatreds both national

and international. Is everyone to stand aside

whilst this harvest is being reaped by the

ignorant, or the feeble, or the wicked ? I

hope not.

Understood and examined in a proper way,
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the Labour movement takes Society as it is

with its good and bad, its triumphs and failures,

its gains to be conserved and its errors to be

removed, and in the scientific spirit of applying

experimental means to desired ends, it seeks to

transform it into a greater perfection. After

the war, it comes not only to heal but to re-

invigorate—not to preach Peace, Peace, as a

namby-pamby doctrine, but Progress, Progress

as a manly one. History is its councillor.

Science its guide, Politics its means. Society,

girding up its loins for a new pilgrimage towards

sweetness and light, setting its foot again upon

the road leading onwards to righteousness, has

called up the Labour movement to its aid, and

has given the Party a vision and a policy.

Will the country give it a majority ?

THE END
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tions on new and original lines. Trade Unionists, members of local

authorities, politicians and public men of all kinds, who desire to

keep abreast of the age, will find much food for thought and many
suggestive ideas in this book.

SEX EDUCATION AND NATIONAL HEALTH.
By C. Gasquoine Hartley, author of ** The Truth

about Womariy^^ etc. Cloth. Crown 8vo. Price 6s.

net.

The question of the instruction of youth in the problems of sex has
gained a new urgency. The conditions left by the War have increased
these problems to an alarming extent, and, indeed, it is no exaggera-
tion to say that so great and pressing are the evils threatening our
National Health that we can no longer afford to neglect this question
of sexual enlightenment.

For the first time the Medical Officf-r of the Board of Education in

his report has called attention to the need for some form of sexual
instruction. The question is one of grave difficulty, for it is now
recognised that the influence of sex starts from the earliest years of

life. How is this force to be directed and trained?

The author is specially fitted to give the help that is required. Hfr
sympathy with the ditliculties which face both the child and the

parent, the pupils and the teachers, enable her to reveal in a remark-
able way the effect of adult instruction. She deals very frankly,

but always reverently, with the facts of sex. She is outspoken and
fearless, but her work is totally free from offence.

The book is not merely a manual of sex instruction : wider ground
is covered, and there is an honest facing of the many problems in th«'

difficult question of sexual instruction. It is this fact that marks the

importance of this book. In a word, it tells the truth.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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MY YEARS OF EXILE. By Eduard Bernstein, the

well-known German Socialist. Cloth. Demy 8vo.

Price 12s. 6d. net.

This is a translation by Mr. Bernard Miall of Eduard Bernstein's
Aus den Jahren Meines Exils. In this volume the veteran socialist

gives a spirited account of his travels and his years of exile in Italy,

Switzerland, Denmark and England. As a prominent socialist and
Editor of Die Zukunft he was outlawed by Bismarck's Government.
For a great part of his lifetime he made his home in London, where
to many Londoners still in their prime he was a familiar friend.

During his long residence in London he was intimately acquainted
with all the leading personalities of the time, and the reader will meet
in these pages with many famous and familiar figures : Marx and his

ill-fated daughter, Bebel, the elder Liebknecht, Engels, Stepniak,
William Morris, H. M. Hyndman, " G.B.S.," John Burns, Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Bland, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Webb, J. R. MacDonald, etc.

Particularly interesting is his account of Engels' famous Sunday
evenings. In addition to presenting an interesting picture of Socialist

circles in London, this volume throws many sidelights on the develop-

ment of the movement in Germany and on the Continent in general.

No one interested in Socialism or the Fabian Society should miss
this unique book.

A WEST COUNTRY PILGRIMAGE. By Eden

Phillpotts, with i6 Three-Colour Illustrations, by

A. T. Benthall, tipped on mounts. Buckram.

Crown 4to. Price 21s. net.

Devon has something to offer all intelligent and cultured tastes,

and the visitor—who takes this itinerary with Eden Philpotts—will

find that he can enjoy the natural charm of these varied scenes as

well as the hints and reminders of great men and notable deeds
associated with them. For these glimpses of Devon and Cornwall
are dignified by human interest ; upon the fabric of natural beauty
proper to each, there are lightly sketched those attractive figures and
historical associations that especially distinguish them. An experienced

guide has written this bohk—with especial thought for those who have
yet to seek the friendship of the West Country—and he has been aided

by an able painter, as familiar as himself with the scenes of his

sketches.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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THE ''NEW ERA" SERIES

Quarter Cloth, Crown 8vo, 4/6 net

AFTER THE PEACE, by H. N. Brailsford.

The author attempts to survey the condition of Europe as the

war, the blockade, and the Peace Treaties have left it. He
discusses the various ways in which a sick continent may attempt

to find an escape from the doom that threatens it—by social

revolution, by militarist reaction, by the voluntary revision of

the Treaties. He emphasises the clash of interest between

country and town, which is the chief barrier against revolution,

and studies the new conditions, especially the coal shortage,

which make it unlikely that Europe can ever again feed its

former population in conditions compatible with a civilized

standard of life. The sabotage by the Allies of the League of

Nations is discussed, and a policy considered by which a Labour

Government, if it can control foreign policy, might repair the

ruin accomplished at Versailles.

A POLICY FOR THE LABOUR
PARTY, by J. Ramsay MacDonaU.

This book explains to the general reader the origin, com-
position and objects of the Labour Party, which is shown to be

not merely the organization of a class to secure political power,

but an inevitable result of the political evolution of the country.

Further, its programme is proved to be not a class programme
but a national one in the fullest sense of the term, and its claim

to represent workers by brain as well as those by hand, is justified.

Its aspect as an intellectual movement is also deak with.

The book is an authoritative pronouncement on the policy

of the Labour Party in the future, written by one who was

responsible for the party in its early years, who won for it its

first successes, and who has been a member of its Executive from

the beginning.
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Quarter Cloth, Crown Svo, 4/6 net

LABOUR AND NATIONAL FINANCE,
by Philip Snowden.

Of all the serious problems which have been left by the war,

none is more grave and urgent than the economic and financial

position of Great Britain and other European countries. The
writer of this volume is an acknowledged expert on Finance,

and in this book he deals with national expenditure, the public

debt, direct and indirect taxation, the national wealth, its distri-

bution, and the possibilities and methods of further taxation for

the reduction of the debt and the financing of social recon-

struction. Proposals are discussed for the reduction of the burden

of interest upon public loans, the nationalisation of banking, and

the imposition of a levy on capital.

PUBLIC OWNERSHIP OF THE LIQUOR
TRADE, by Arthur Greenwood (Vice-President

of the Workers' Educational Association).

This book is a statement of the case for the public ownership

and control of the liquor traffic. It deals firit with the develop-

ment of the drink industry and the efforts which have been made

to regulate it, and then with the measures adopted during the

war period, including the Carlisle experiment in public owner-

ship. Upon the history of the past and the experience of the

present, the author builds up the economic and moral arguments

in favour of State purchase and public control. The question of

the price to be paid is fully discussed, and a scheme of public

ownership is outlined. The book contains a large amount of

information regarding the present position of the drink trade,

and presents a weighty case for the comprehensive handling of the

liquor traffic in the national interest.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED



THE ''NEW ERA'' SERIES 5

Quarter Cloth, Crown 8vo, 4/6 net

LAND NATIONALISATION, by A, Emil
Davies^ L.C.C., and Dorothy Evans (formerly

Organizer, Land Nationalisation Society).

In the past the importance of the land problem has been

neglected, but now the changed conditions brought about by the

war call for increased production at home. This book shows

that the present system of land ownership impedes production

on every hand and stands in the way of almost every vital reform.

The authors contend that no solution of the serious problems

that confront the community can be found until the nation

itself becomes the ground landlord of the country in which it

lives. They put forward a scheme for nationalisation complete

in financial and administrative details, providing for the partici-

pation of various sections of the community in the management
of the land.

THE NEW LABOUR OUTLOOK, by

Robert Williams (Secretary of the Transport

Workers' Federation).

The theme of this book is the new orientation of the aims of

international Labour. The author deals with the acute world-

need for increased output, and maintains that the workers will

consent to produce more only if and when they have assured

themselves that by so doing they will immediately improve their

economic status and ultimately establish a new social order.

A separate chapter dealing with the collapse of the Second and

the development of the Third or Moscow International indicates

the connection between the present political crises in many coun-

tries and the economic class-struggle which is now proceeding.

The author has a wide and varied experience of proletarian

conditions, and has drawn largely upon facts within his own
personal knowledge for the material of the book.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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Quarter Cloth, Crown 8vo, 4/6 net

DIRECT ACTION, by m/h'am Mellor (In-

dustrial Editor to The Daily Herald),

In this book the author gives the philosophic reasons which
justify the use of " Direct Action." He argues that the order of

society prevalent in every country where the capitalist method of

production obtains, is one that excludes the great mass of the

inhabitants from any effective share in the control of their own
lives. The salient fact of civilization to-day is the Class Struggle.

The book is a challenge to the ordinarily accepted views on
Democracy, and forms a general indictment, not only of the present

system of production, but also of the methods adopted by con-

stitutional Labour Movements to inaugurate " The New Era."

The author faces and considers dispassionately all the applications

of the theory of the Class Struggle—the strike, whether general

or partial, the boycott, sympathetic action, sabotage, and, above all,

the urgent question of the relation of industrial to political action.

NATIONALISATION OF THE MINES,
by Frank Hodges^ J.P. (Secretary of the Miners'

Federation). [Second Impression

The Times.—" His argument is ingenious and ably expressed."

T>ai/y Chronicle.—" Mr. Hodges . . . marshals his arguments
with skill and lucidity."

The Eyening Standard.—" His book is clear and concise."

Westminster Gazette.—" Mr. Hodges makes out quite a strong

case."

The New Statesman.—" We commend . . . this little book ot

Frank Hodges."

London Mercury.—" Mr. Hodges makes a direct and ably

reasoned appeal for the Nationalisation of the Mines."

Socialist Review.— " The best statement of the case yet

published."

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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Quarter Cloth Crown 8vo,'4/6 net

WHAT I SAW IN RUSSIA, by George

Lansbury,

Mr. H. W. Massingham in The Daily Herald.—".Mr. Lansbury 's

book has a special importance for a great public."

Times.—" Mr. Lan$bury's well instructed pages."

The Daily C^eu>s.— " . . Extraordinarily interesting."

Manchester Guardian.—" . . . the opinions of an honest

observer in Russia
"

Daily Graphic.—" To many the most interesting part of it will

be the biographical chapter dealing with Lenin."

SOCIALISM AND INDIVIDUAL
LIBERTY, by Robert Dell.

A NEW ARISTOCRACY OF COM-
RADESHIP, by IVilliam Paine.

Times.—" ... a vivid and amusing style."

The Daily C^ws.—"The book is a poignant human document

. . . there is a light of practical idealism shining through the

book."

The Bookman.—" . . . has a special timeliness and significance.

. . . Emphatically a book to read."

Everyman.—" The author gives us many interesting pages."

North Mail.—" A little book full of human ideas."

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED



8 THE CONTEMPORART SERIES

Cloth, Crown 8vo, 7/6 net

SOME CONTEMPORARY POETS, by
Harold Monro,

This book contains critical studies of contemporary poets

together with an opening chapter on the poetry of our time, its

scope, tendencies, and apparent value, and a closing chapter

referring more briefly to some of those other poets to whom it

has not been possible to devote special essays.

The author does not belong to any clique of professional critics,

nor does he share the prejudices of any particular school of
poetry. The book should be of service to students, to foreigners

who are in need of an introduction to the branch of modern
English literature with which it deals, and should also serve as a

technical guide to the general reading public.

SOME CONTEMPORARY NOVELISTS
(Women), by i?. Brimley Johnson,

SOME CONTEMPORARY NOVELISTS
(Men), by R. Brimley Johnson,

These are two books concerned with Youth : they deal, not

with the " big guns " booming, but with a few free spirits, alert

and vital, offering their vision of a " New World "
; endlessly

curious, quick to see and to speak, fearless and independent,

.z^^fAmong the women are included Sheila Kaye-Smith, Clemence
Dane, Dorothy Richardson, and Amber Reeves. And of the

men we may mention amongst others, Hugh Walpole, Compton
Mackenzie, and Frank Swinnerton.

Mr. Brimley Johnson reveals the fine art of their craftsmanship

and the bright glow of their message in two companion volumes,

the aim of which is to indicate the tendencies of modern fiction.

SOME CONTEMPORARY DRAMA-
TISTS, by H. W. Stace.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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THE NEW LIBERALISM, by The Right

Hon. C. F. G. Mastermafi. Cloth, crown 8vo,

- net.6/
" In The New Liberalism," Mr. Masterman examines the

application of Liberal principles to the problems which have

arisen in the world after the war, especially in connection with

reforms demanded by the changes in social conditions at home.
He shows how the two guiding principles of Liberalism in prac-

tical affairs, the warfare for liberty and the warfare against poverty,

are finding their expression in an actual programme, necessarily

in some respects different from, but developed out of the Liberal

programme that was being preached in pre-war days. He deals

also with some of the practical questions of political parties, in-

cluding the relations between the Liberal and Labour parties, and
the possible changes that can be foreseen in the immediate future,

in a world still disturbed by the great catastrophe.

GUILD SOCIALISM (RE-STATED), by

G. D. H, Cole, M.A, Cloth, crown 8vo, 6/- net

Guild Socialism has been the subject of a number of books

during the last few years, and already the earlier of these books

are to some extent out of date. The Guild idea has been

expanding and developing rapidly during the last few years under

the impetus of the Russian Revolution and of the new industrial

and social situation everywhere created by the war. In this book

Mr. Cole attempts to re-state the fundamental principles and the

practical principles of the Guild Socialists in the light of these

developments. He deals with the social and economic theories

on which Guild Socialism is based, with the structure and
working of a Guild Society and with the next steps towards

Guild Socialism, both in industry and in society as a whole. The
book does not claim to be definitive ; but it will certainly

provoke discussion.

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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THE MARCH OF SOCIALISM, by Edgard
Milhaud, Translated by H. J, Stenning, Crown
8vo, cloth, 8/6 net.

This is a translation, by Mr. H. J. Stenning, of an important

book upon Public Enterprise and Collectivism. The author is

well known in Europe as a clear-headed advocate of Socialism,

and he has collated a mass of relevant evidence bearing upon the

social problems which are uppermost in the public mind to-day.

The evils of the Capitalistic system are exhibited with great

ability, and a close investigation is pursued into the results of the

public control of essential services during the War, which throws

a powerful light upon the present crisis of dear living. In the

concluding chapters, the author discusses the problem of the con-

trol of industry, and describes the methods adopted in various

countries. A most readable and convincing volume, full of

interest to the general reader, and of special value to the social

student.

MY YEARS OF EXILE, by Eduard
Bernstein ^ the well-known German Socialist.

Translated by ^Bernard MialL Cloth, demy
8vo, 15/- net

This is a translation by Mr. Bernard Miall of Eduard Bern-

stein's ''* Aui den Jahren Meines ExUs." In this volume the

veteran socialist gives a spirited account of his travels and his

years of exile in Italy, Switzerland, Denmark and England. As

a prominent socialist and Editor of 'Die TLukjinft he was outlawed

by Bismarck's Government. For a great part of his lifetime he

made his home in London, where to many Londoners still in

their prime he was a familiar friend.

During his long residence in London he was intimately

acquainted with all the leading personalities of the time, and the

reader will meet in these pages with many famous and familiar

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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figures : Marx and his ill-fated daughter, BebeJ, the elder Lieb-

knecht, Engels, Stepniak, William Morris, H. M. Hyndman,
"G.B.S.," John Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Bland, Mr. and

Mrs. Sidney Webb, J. R. MacDonald, etc.

Particularly interesting is his account of Engels' famous Sunday
evenings. In addition to presenting an interesting picture of

Socialist circles in London, this volume throws many sidelights

on the development of the movement in Germany and on the

Continent in general.

No one interested in Socialism or the Fabian Society should

miss this unique book.

THE GREAT RE-BUILDING, by H.
Denston Funnell^ F,S.I, Cloth, demy 8vo,

15/- net.

This book considers with remarkable freshness, the present-day

national and international problems ; and, unlike many other

so-called books on reconstruction, which deal merely in vague

generalities, it presents a logical and well thought out scheme of

reorganization which should go a long way towards solving the

problem of industrial unrest and stabilising our institutions on

new and original lines. Trade Unionists, members of local

authorities, politicians and public men of all kinds, who desire

to keep abreast of the age, will find much food for thought and

many suggestive ideas in this book.

SEX EDUCATION AND NATIONAL
HEALTH, by C. Gasquoine Hartley (author

of " The Truth about Woman," etc.) Cloth,

crown 8vo, 6/- net.

The question of the instruction of youth in the problems of

sex has gained a new urgency. The conditions left by the War
have increased these problems to an alarming extent, and, indeed,

it is no exaggeration to say that so great and pressing are the evils

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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threatening our National Health that we can no longer afford to

neglect this question of sexual enlightenment.

For the first time the Medical Officer of the Board of

Education in his report has called attention to the need for some
form of sexual instruction. The question is one of grave difficulty,

for it is now recognised that the influence of sex starts from the

earliest years of life. How is this force to be directed and trained ?

The author is specially fitted to give the help that is required.

Her sympathy with the difficulties which face both the child and
the parent, the pupils and the teachers, enable her to reveal in a

remarkable way the effect of adult instruction. She deals very

frankly, but always reverently, with the facts of sex. She is

outspoken and fearless, but her work is totally free from offence.

The book is not merely a manual of sex instruction : wider

ground is covered, and there is an honest facing of the many
problems in the difiicult question of sexual instruction. It is this

fact that marks the importance of this book. In a word, it tells

the truth.

A WEST COUNTRY PILGRIMAGE, by
EJen Phillpotts^ with i6 three-colour illustra-

tions by A, T. '^enthall^ tipped on mounts,

buckram, crown 4to, 21/- net.

Times.—"An attractive book."

Pall Mall Gazette.—"A beautiful guide book. We warmly
commend the book to the attention of our readers."

Saturday Westminster Gazette.—" A delightful book."

Evening Standard.—" A beautiful book. It is at once a delight

and a torment to the town bound ... a book to lighten the

grey months that must pass before we can set out again, a happy
pilgrim to the West."

John 0^ London''s Weekly.—" ... a book to be enthusiastically

recommended. A series of beautifully coloured drawings add to

the delight of the text."

LEONARD PARSONS LIMITED
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CHILDREN'S TALES (from the Russian

Ballet), by Edith Sitwell. With 8 four-colour

reproductions of scenes from the Ballet, by

/. de B, Lockyer, Buckram, crown 4to, i 5/- net.

This is Miss Sitwell's first published essay in prose, and has

many of the characteristics that distinguished her poetry. It

deals with the ballet " Children's Tales," and has a long foreword

about the Russian ballet in general. The artist. Miss I. de B.

Lockyer, who has collaborated with Miss Sitwell in the compilation

of this charming book, has worked into her pictures the spirit and

colour which appeal so much to the many patrons of the Russian

ballet. These should make a point of securing a copy of the work,

of which a limited edition only is being printed.

WHEELS, 1920 (Fifth Cycle), edited by

Edith Sitwell. Quarter cloth, crown 8vo (with

cover design by Gino Severirii)^ 6/- net.

This is the fifth volume of this annual anthology of ultra-

modern poetry, which has been described by The Saturday Ret'tezv

as "The vanguard of British poetry." " Wheels— 1920," is of the

same fearless character as its predecessors, and contains the work

of such well-known writers as Aldous Huxley, Wyndham Lewis,

Shcrard Vines, Geoffrey Cookson, Alan Porter, William Kean
Seymour, and Edith, Osbert, and Sacheverell Sitwell. The
cover design is by Gino Scverini.

A LADY DOCTOR IN BAKHTIARI-
LAND, by Dr, Janet MacBean Ross. Cloth,

crown 8vo, 7/6 net.

THE CORPORATION PROFITS TAX,
by Raymond fF. Need/jam, Cloth, crown 8vo,

6/- net.

LEONARD PARSONS LhVllTED
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Cloth, Crown 8vo, 7/6 net

THE WIDOW'S CRUSE, by Hamilton

Fyfe.
A comedy of character, full of delightful humour and satire,

showing how a widow who had never understood or cared for her

husband while he was alive, fell in love with his memory. She
persuades herself when she becomes rich and famous—through the

masterpiece published after his death—that it was she who had been

his ** soul companion'' and " inspirator. '' But anofher woman
claims to have inspired the work. The struggle between them is

fierce and full of unexpected devices. The controversy is settled

at last at a spiritualist seance^ which provides material for realism

and amusement. The author's description of the inner workings

of a publisher's office will delight many readers.

Mr. Hamilton Fyfe's literary work needs no introduction, and

in this new novel he portrays his characters with a masterly skill.

WOMEN AND CHILDREN, by Hugh de

Selincourt,

This is a novel which, while primarily a work of art, should be

of absorbing interest to all who realise the inestimable importance

of sexual psychology, and the value of a proper and enlightened

education in sexual matters. The chief characters in ** Women
and Children" have not had the privilege of such education, and

the lack comes near to wrecking their lives. In the heroine,

a distinguished pessimist and a " welfare " inspector during the

war, the lack is overcome by courage, humour, and the maternal

instinct. In the Dwarf, her friend, it has meant a solitary life,

and for a time threatens to wreck his friendship for her ; but she

is able to restore his sanity by a gesture beautiful in its courageous

generosity. In her lover, Hubert Bonner, cast up by the war, a

"shell-shock" sufferer at a loose end, it means clumsiness in

approaching women, diffidence, shame and irritability. The
rehabilitated Dwarf, however, brings the lovers together after a

misunderstanding that is nearly final, and so leaves the three of

them planning a school on new lines. As a foil to these three
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victims of Victorian prudery we have a family of "simple lifers.**

Mr. de Selincourt thinks courageously and writes with distinction

and an unusual sensitiveneis to obscure but significant moods. The
book contains some notable scenes and should not be missed by

any amateur of modern fiction.

THE INVISIBLE SUN, by Bertram ^Munn.
The theme of this novel is based on a three-hundred year old

reflection of Sir Thomas Browne's " Life is a pure Hame and

we live by an invisible sun within us." The growth of this flame

—from its initial " Kindling *' until its ultimate "Conflagration
"

—typifies the spirit of the modern girl, fighting against conventions

and seeking fulfilment in self-expression.

In the form of what gradually becomes a powerful love-story,

the author deals with the influences at work in the building up of

human personality and traces the mental development of the

heroine through the most important years of her life. In rapid

survey, she is shown as a small child, as a " flapper," and as a girl

of twenty-one. Thereafter, the unfolding is depicted in greater

detail.

Although it is primarily a character study, the book is filled

with exciting incidents and humorous interludes. At the same

time, the story is kept free from the morbidly introspective and

melancholic atmosphere which is found in so many of the modern

psychological novels.

THE BISHOP'S MASQUERADE, by

W. Harold Thornsoru

Glasgoiv Herald.—" Can be recommended to while away

happily a long evening."

Scotsman.—" . . . Mr. W. Harold Thomson's entcitaining

. . . novel."

Bookman.— *' The characters are well drawn."

Aberdeen Journal.— ** An interesting and entertaining; novel."

Liverpool Post.— ** The style is fresh and vivacious."

The Field.—''WeW and skilfully related."

Scots Pictorial.—"The whole story is told with much zest . . .

it is assured of wide success."
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THE BURIED TORCH, by Coralie Stanton

and Heath Hos^en.

Daily Mall.—" It is a capital example of story-telling in

which sensation is blended with the study of a soul."

Liverpool Post,—" . . . should certainly please a wide public.'*

The Gentlenvoman,— ** . . . skilfully prepared."

Irish Life.—** ... A real, gripping, live story."

THE GREATER DAWN, by Nora Kent.

Land and Water.— <* The publishers state that they feel it *will

bring the author into the front rank of popular novelists.' I am
bound to say it probably will . . . Mrs. Florence L. Barclay ana

Miss Ethel M. Dell have cause to tremble.^*

Glasgoiv Evening Neivs,—" Miss Nora Kent promisingly

enters the ranks of novelists ..."

MIRIAM AND THE PHILISTINES, by

Alice Clayton Greene,

JVestminster Gazette.—** Cleverly drawn."

Fall Mall Gazette.—" Excellently drawn.'*

D(iily Chronicle.—"Those of my readers who like a thoroughly

good story of stage life will enjoy following Miriam's adventures.'^

SIDE ISSUES, by Jefery E. leffery (author

of " Servants of the Guns ''), 6/- net.

Times.— ** The opinions of the book are well thought out and

expressed very clearly."

The Evening Standard.—^** Mr. JefFery's very notable book."

The Star.— ** The stories . . . are very good indeed."

The British IVeekly.—** A book well worth reading."
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